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Majestic and grandiose are the two terms by which I would
personally describe the remarkable talent of maestro scribe,
Gardner Francis Fox. For the most part, his life, his vast
mind-boggling body of work, and perhaps most importantly
of all, his immeasurable influence upon the wild and wacky
world of comic books and the myriad of people who have
worked in the medium since it’s very inception way, way
back in the solemn and uncertain early days of the Great
Depression, have all gone generally unknown, unappreciated and uncelebrated. Thankfully, this sad state of ignorance
and apathy is beginning to dissipate like the cool morning
mists being burned away, little by little, by the blazing rays
of the rising sun. Gardner was as prolific of a writer as they
come, and even more impressive, a creative dynamo par excellence. He was the creator of such superhero greats as the
Golden-Age Flash, the Golden-Age Hawkman and Hawkgirl,
the Silver-Age Hawkman and Hawkgirl (one of my personal
all time favorites), the mystic mage Doctor Fate (who, even
designed the good Doctor’s classic colorful costume), the
Silver-Age Batgirl (Barbara Gordon), and the first superhero
team, which many a comic historian consider his magnum
opus, the Justice Society of America (JSA) – the team which
would eventually evolve into the Justice League of America
(JLA). As a comic book creator and writer, he was a true tour
de force in every aspect, and one virtually beyond any equal.

Batman truly was. Like the Dark Knight, his influential and
inspiring work has been mantled in the mists of mystery and
myth since the genesis of the character. For Gardner was
right there, front and center from nearly the very beginning,
taking over the script writing duties from Bill Finger as early as
Batman’s third appearance in Detective Comics #29, in July
of 1939. And, along with creator-artist Bob Kane, Gardner
firmly established himself as one of the cornerstone creators
who was instrumental in forming, fashioning and laying the
lasting foundation for the Legend of the Batman, one which
stands as stalwart and strong as ever. And still even today,
after 80 years of thrilling and exciting edge-of-your-seat
adventures, the quintessential interpretation and undisputed
favorite presentation of Batman ultimately remains that of
the darkly grim, brooding and mysterioso Avenger of Evil.
The perfect personification for the Dark Knight, as the dreaded symbol of vengeance, sprung forth from the imaginations
of Bob Kane and Gardner Fox, and dually set in place as
a foundational pillar for the character during the very first
year of his existence. Gardner mapped out the blueprint and
Bob executed the visuals for some of the most fascinating,
famous and outstanding covers and stories during that period
from which an unprecedented atomic explosion of creative
energy was released; the period known as the Golden-Age
of Comic Books. The world would never be the same.

However, even with such a mountain of amazing achievements as this, one of Gardner’s more unknown, and yet,
most significant contributions to the world of comicdom
would be that to the Mythos of the Batman. Even to this very
day, many of the most avid and learned Bat-aficionados do
not realize, nor acknowledge how crucially vital his work on

And, even though Gardner’s time on Batman was brief, just
like an Olympic 100-meter sprinter, his winning effort and
championship performance in the clutch, will shine forth as a
beaming beacon and timeless testament for the distinguished
career of one of the greatest talents to ever grace the medium.
For me, his work on Batman was just as important as Bill’s.

In the beginning…Bob created the Batman. But, Batman was
unformed and unfinished. And so, Bob brought his new creation
to his writer-friend Bill, who looked upon Batman and pondered
the potential and possibilities of what could be. Bill suggested
some adjustments and alterations inspired by the bat motif,
which Bob incorporated into Batman’s unique and uncanny
image. Bob and Bill looked upon their collaborative effort and
behold, Batman was very good! Bob presented Batman to
DC Comics’ senior editor Vincent A. Sullivan, who decided to
debut this brand new superhero-detective as the leading cover
feature in Detective Comics #27 (May, 1939). Lo and behold,
an American icon had been born!
Bill Finger wrote the very first six-page Batman story entitled,
“The Case of the Chemical Syndicate,” that he swiped from
an earlier pulp story in The Shadow Magazine (Nov. 1, 1936).1
“The ‘Bat-Man’, a mysterious and adventurous figure, fighting
for righteousness and apprehending the wrong doer, in his lone

battle against the evil forces of society…his identity remains unknown.” 2 This was a basic detective murder mystery thriller, in
which Batman tracked down a corporate criminal named Alfred
Stryker, who schemed to murder his two partners in the Apex
Chemical Corporation before he would have to buy them out.
In the climatic scene, Batman punched Stryker so powerfully
that the blow caused him to break through the protective railing
and fall into a tank of acid. Finger’s second effort in Detective Comics #28 (June, 1939), is another six-page street level
“cops and robbers” yarn (untitled) that placed Batman against
Frenchy Blake and his gang of jewel thieves. These two tales
were neither much inspired nor noteworthy, save for the fact
that they are the first two Batman stories to ever be published.
And then, something unexpected occurred. Finger fell behind
schedule, which unfortunately became his modus operandi
that would plague him throughout his entire career. The reasons for this varied, but the general consensus is that Finger
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first writing assignment that was published in Detective Comics
#4 (June, 1937), to take up the reins of the Bat-mantle scripts.5
This move would prove to be most profound to the remarkable
Legend of the Batman that unfolded during this very vital inaugural year. Bob and Bill had laid the foundation for Batman as a
vigilante super-detective, preeminent athlete and an unrelenting man-hunter of the twilight. Gardner would now up-the-ante,
expanding upon these creative cornerstone themes and ideas
in the most wondrous ways imaginable.

Gardner Francis Fox - St. John’s University
Senior Year Book Photo. Class of 1932.
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could be a perfectionist, who often spent an inordinate amount
of time and effort to research the various themes and subject
matter of his stories. He could be self-conscious and rather unsure of himself who, “tended to agonize over his stories and let
deadlines blow past him.” 3 George Roussos, one of the earliest assistant artists on Batman, reminisced about the famed
Bat-scribe, “He was the one who told Bob to hire me. What was
good about Bill was that whenever he wrote a plot, he did a lot
of research for it. Whether the setting was a railroad station or
a factory, he would find photo reference, usually from National
Geographic, and give Bob all the research to draw from. He
was very orderly and methodical. His only problem was that
he couldn’t sustain the work…he couldn’t produce the material regularly enough. He had a certain nervousness. He was
always finding excuses how not to get to the typewriter.” 4 But,
Batman was Bob Kane’s baby and Bob clearly comprehended
that meeting deadlines in order to publish Batman each and
every month in a brand new story for Detective Comics was
absolutely paramount to establish and secure the burgeoning
success of his new character. Thus, he turned to DC’s senior
editor, Vincent Sullivan for aid in this moment of crisis. Sullivan in turn, summoned his childhood friend and key writer,
Gardner F. Fox, who had been working for him ever since his

Whereas Bill Finger was a “wild card” writer in the chaotic, Wild
West early days of the Golden-Age, Gardner Fox was the exact flip side of the coin. Gardner Cooper Fox was born on May
20, 1911 in an affluent neighborhood in Brooklyn to Leon Francis Fox and Julia Veronica Gardner. His parents passed down
Julia’s maiden name to him. He was raised a staunch Catholic
and remained faithful and steadfast his entire life. In fact, he
even chose Francis as his confirmation name, after Saint Francis of Assisi and, quite possibly, because it was his father’s
middle name to boot.6 His father Leon, also known as “Foxie,”
exhibited the strongest influence over his son with a lasting
impact that would reverberate throughout his entire writing career.7 Thereafter, he would be known as Gardner Francis Fox.
In her excellent new book, Forgotten All-Star - A Biography of
Gardner Fox, author Jennifer DeRoss touched upon this most
important aspect of Gardner’s personal conviction, “Catholicism
was a significant part of his identity. He never missed attending
mass on Sunday, and prayed every single day of his life.” 8
DeRoss expounded, “He attended a Vincentian school, which
is a school that is based upon the teachings that service to
others brings you closer to God. He read the Bible every single
night. It was on his nightstand until the day he died.” 9 Along
with this, Leon made sure that Gardner’s, “access to books was
omnipresent - a way to ensure his intellectual success. There
was one Christmas in the 1920’s where he reportedly spent
hundreds of dollars on books as a present for young Gardner.”10 Youthful Gardner was a voracious reader and dedicated
researcher and Leon’s effort paid off when his faithful astute
son graduated from St. John’s College with a Bachelor of Arts
on Thursday June 9, 1932.11 Continuing his education in earnest, Gardner received his Master’s Degree from the St. John’s
School of Law in 1935, and at the young age of 24, passed the
bar exam on August 19, 1936. Of the 1,417 students who took
the exam, he was among the 720 who passed.12 Under his
beloved father’s guidance, Gardner’s unmoving moral training,
exceptional higher education and super strong, even unbending devotion to God and His righteousness, infused him with
the sublime skills, staunch discipline and a relentless determination that would eventually help lift this unknown aspiring
young lawyer to the rarefied pinnacle of comic book immortality
that very few would ever match.

As a writer, Gardner Fox was nothing short of a bona fide
creative supernova! His prolific output is the second largest in
comic book history, totaling more than 4,200 stories, written for
various publishers throughout the industry.13 Not only was he
quite exacting and methodical in his research and writing, perhaps the most impressive aspect of all was that Gardner Fox
was FAST! Really fast; apropos and reminiscent of the Scarlet
Speedster himself, the Golden-Age Flash, whom he created
for Flash Comics #1 (January, 1940). The Golden-Age pioneer
who first hired Gardner to write for DC Comics, editor Vincent
Sullivan, remembered his colleague and friend:
Well, we went to grammar school, elementary school, if
you want to call it, together. He became a lawyer. But he
always liked to write. So, when I got into this business,
I thought of Gardner. And I had seen him occasionally,
and asked him would he be interested in writing some
stories. He said he would and that’s how he got started.14

Flash Comics #1 (Jan., 1940). Origin/ 1st app.

Golden-Age Flash (Jay Garrick), created/ written by
Gardner Fox with story art by Harry Lampert. Cover art
by Sheldon Moldoff. Origin/ 1st app. of the Golden-Age
Hawkman, by Fox with art by Dennis Neville.

Author DeRoss weighed in on this crossroads moment:
Vincent Sullivan’s drive to get into the comics industry
came from his love of the Sunday Funnies. He joined the
comic book industry as a staff writer and, before long, he
became the editor for New Comics and then More Fun
Comics.
There were no real precedents for the job this early on,
so he took on a range of tasks from creation to distribution. Sullivan would still run into his friend Gardner
Fox occasionally and, when he needed more stories, he
remembered how Fox always liked to write.
With the Great Depression going on around him,
Gardner Fox felt he could use the extra money and he
was excited by the prospect. Still, Fox didn’t know what
he would be getting himself into.15

Detective Comics #1 (March, 1937).

DC Comics’ flagship anthology title begins with this
debut issue, which featured all original and brand new
detective crime stories. Cover art by Vincent Sullivan,
which features the Chinese villain, Ching Lung.
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second cover appearance), which features Batman swooping
through an open window into Doctor Death’s secret laboratory
to engage the evil doctor’s giant assistant, Jabah. Bob’s skillfully sublime execution of Batman’s figure in an full-fledged
swinging action pose, magnificently enhanced by the giant
black bat-wings that spread out wide behind his outstretched
body, brands a most striking and unforgettable image upon
one’s psyche. Bob’s artwork here is at its absolute apex, his
bold vivid vision on full display in all of its Golden-Age glory to
enthrall and grip his audience with a sense of wonder and awe.
Bob originally designed Batman this exact way as he recalled:
The cape looked like two stiff bat wings attached to his
arms. As Bill and I talked, we realized that these wings
would get cumbersome when Bat-Man went into action,
and changed them into a cape, scalloped to look like
bat wings when he was fighting or swinging down on a
rope.18
Gardner Fox himself recollected:
And then in December 1937 - a month after my marriage - my old friend Vince Sullivan, who was an editor at
Columbia, got in touch with me and asked, “How would
you like to write for comics?” I asked him, “What are
comics?” He explained that they’re original illustrated
stories, somewhat similar to the comic strips appearing
in the daily newspapers, but published in the form of
books. So I wrote my first story, “Steve Malone: District
Attorney,” for Detective Comics [#4].16
And thus, when Finger faltered, Fox flashed to-the-rescue
with an impressive string of storylines for the first year Batman
adventures, some of which are considered timeless classics to
this very day. Author Gerald Jones mentioned this vital move:

But, Bob really adored the look of the bat-wings and the indelible impression they bestowed upon the reader. This is very evident by his repeated use of them in various panels throughout
Batman’s early adventures, with the cover of Detective Comics
#29 representing the most perfect and powerful example of
such - the only time Bob drew Batman with literal bat-wings on
any Detective Comics cover. Bob concluded:
He had a cape that looked like enormous bat wings,
a vestige of the stiff bat wings I had originally given him.
I occasionally drew these large bat wings in early
stories to make Batman look eerie and menacing,
but soon abandoned this practice, sticking to the less
formidable looking cape he wears now.19

That third issue [Detective Comics #29] also marked a
change in the stories. Bill Finger was already behind on
his deadlines, and Kane told Vin Sullivan he needed a
script in a hurry. Vin commissioned one from a friend
named Gardner Fox. From the first scene of Doctor
Death and his turbaned assistant, Jabah, we know we
have entered a realm of Victorian fantasy far removed
from the usual pulp realism of crime comics.17
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Fox’s first foray into the dreary and dreadful world of the Dark
Knight Detective was for the story, “The Batman Meets Doctor Death,” published in Detective Comics #29 (July, 1939). In
this two-part tale, Fox introduced Batman’s very first “name”
villain in Karl Hellfern M.D., a.k.a. Doctor Death. This issue is
graced with a truly outstanding cover by Bob Kane (Batman’s
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had like 90% sales - maybe we ought to do that again!”
So they ordered all the new cartoonists, the ghosts on
Batman, to look at Bob Kane’s early books. Bring back
the cape around his face, the mysterioso mood and the
long ears. We’ll take Robin out and have Batman face
some real villains instead of comic relief villains. And
then the sales picked up again. I think there is always
an evolution in style, which completes the cycle. Now
I’m back to where I was in 1939, so I’ve really made no
progress. All they had to do was copy me all along.24

Eerie and menacing was the weighty mood for Gardner’s first
story that opened up with an eye-catching horizontal splash
panel, which featured Batman standing stoically silent on
Doctor Death’s window ledge as he looked upon his adversary
concocting his deadly pollen extract – a pharmaceutical ruse
for chemical warfare, by which the evil physician would extract
ransom monies from the ”wealthy of the world.” A human skull,
used as a paperweight, completed this ghastly opening scene.
The artist signed his name Bob Kane for the first time here in
his classic “box” signature style (Bob had signed the previous
two stories as Rob’t Kane). Gardner recalled his debut story:
I was the first writer assigned to the character! Bob Kane
wrote the first story himself - at least he officially did,
though I understand Bill Finger had a lot to do with it,
too. I think I started with the second one, or soon after.
I know I did, “The Batman Meets Doctor Death.” That
was his third story.20
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The inventive writer created Doctor Death in the classic horror
”mad scientist” vein - an ugly and bald, but highly educated
haughty criminal mastermind, whose odd physical attributes
consisted of his devilishly pointy ears and a monocle he wore
in his left eye socket. His main motivation seemed to be his
insatiable greed and avarice for riches, all the while masquerading behind a benevolent M.D. license that belied his utter
disdain for his fellow man. The Hippocratic Oath of, “do no
harm” was certainly not adhered to in Karl Hellfern’s practice.
The psychotic physician would publicly challenge Batman, via
the personal notice column in the daily newspaper that directed him to a personal note left at the general post office, daring

him to thwart a murder he boasted to commit at the Beverly
Apartments that very night. Now, as Batman prepared for the
rendezvous, Fox began to build the man-hunter’s arsenal with
various clever new gadgets such as glass pellets filled with
choking gas that he placed in his utility belt, along with suction
gloves and knee pads for climbing. In his autobiography, Bob
Kane conclusively affirmed that, “DC writer Gardner Fox created gas pellets for Batman to carry in a story in which he battles
the mad scientist Dr. Death.” 21 Bob’s artwork improved from
the previous issues, especially when rendering his new hero,
such as when he began to elongate the bat-ears on his cowl
as well as drawing Batman’s figure a bit more lithe and athletic.
In his informative article, “Batman Before Robin,” comic book
historian Biljo White reflected upon Bob’s unique artistic style:
Detective [Comics] #29 finds Batman jumping to ten big
pages. This indicates he’s catching on fast in popularity.
If you compare this issue with [Detective Comics] #27,
you wouldn’t believe it possible for Bob Kane’s art to develop so fast. His style in this issue shows neat definitive
lines. There is no longer a sketchy probing of experimentation. Now Bob knows what he wants and is doing it.
Even Batman shows every sign of developing.22
Most importantly of all, the overall ambience and atmosphere
of the series began to shift toward a more darkly grim and even
threatening tone under Gardner’s Gothic guidance.
As Batman scaled the side of the building toward the penthouse garden roof, Fox wrote, “Like a gigantic bat…he moves
up the sheer face of the building.”

Author Jennifer DeRoss offered an intriguing insight:

Batman silently enters the penthouse and is ambushed by
two of Doctor Death’s henchmen. Nonetheless, with his great
speed and agility, Batman quickly overcomes Hellfern’s hired
killers and holds them both at gunpoint to inquire, “…and who
sent you, may I ask? Your choice gentlemen! Tell me! Or I’ll
KILL YOU!” Obviously, Gardner presents a most momentous
moment here in the Mythos of Batman, since this marks the
first time in which the Dark Knight employed a firearm (even
though he did not fire the weapon) in his war against crime. His
threat to slay his adversaries speaks to the grave reality and
solemn serious mindset that this new writer approached the
series with. Batman was all business and, without any hesitation whatsoever, would exact deadly force upon his enemies.

I think Gardner was treating Batman as if he was almost
a vampiric figure, from what I can see. All of a sudden
we get him climbing walls with suction cups. It very
much feels like he had read Dracula not too long before
this. He’s climbing up and down the walls and when I
read that, the first thing I thought of was Bram Stoker’s
Dracula.23
This very well may have been the case. In 1978, when asked
about how Batman had evolved over the decades away from
his darker, more somber roots when he was first created, Bob
Kane reflected back upon this early, pivotal period with a sense
of lamentable loss and longing:
It was the editorial policy down at DC Comics, I feel.
Because sales were great at the beginning when I did
it in a mysterioso style. Okay. Then, along the way, after ten years, another editor came along, and he began
putting aliens in and making the colors brighter, instead
of the subdued colors of the early years. So they took
away, in essence, the mysterious, mysterioso moods,
the dark moods, and they made it more like a Popeye
Sunday page in color. What happened was it lost a lot
of its flavor. And sales fell off, so obviously the editors
looked back at the whole history of sales of Batman and
they said, “My God, with Bob Kane at the beginning, we
7

Batman’s interrogation is rudely interrupted by Doctor Death’s
foreign assistant Jabah, who shoots Batman in the right shoulder. With blood oozing from his open wound, Batman tosses
one of his glass pellets full of choking gas at Jabah, that distracts the giant long enough for our hero to dramatically crash
through the window and leap off the penthouse garden roof to
grasp his ready in waiting silken rope and swiftly swing to safety. Once again, Bob drew his beloved bat-wings on his hero
here for a visually impressive panel, fully filled with dynamic
action for the greatest dramatic effect. This scene also marked
the first time that Batman would be injured in the line of duty.
Bill Finger explained this vital vulnerability, “But, I didn’t want
Batman to be a superman; I wanted Batman to be hurt. Everything he did was based on athletics, on using his astute wits
and acute observation.” 25

Author Gerald Jones likewise wrote about Gardner’s intriguing
embellishments:
“The Batman” (no hyphen now) shows off his miraculous
utility belt by whipping out suction cups and a gas pellet.
Then, as if to bring us down sharply from the realm of
dreams, Batman is shot. He bleeds and has to change
back to Bruce Wayne and drive himself to a doctor. It
was a Dick Tracy moment, and it established Batman
instantly as the opposite number to Superman, whose
favorite gimmick was letting bullets bounce off him.26
As to the lingering question of whether or not there was any
communication and/ or collaboration between pioneer Batscribes Bill Finger and Gardner Fox during this very early

period, Richard Morrissey asked Fox, “When you were both
working on Batman, to what extent did you discuss the character and the introduction of various aspects?” Fox answered:
I never spoke to Bill about any of the stories. He did his
stories, I did mine. We knew the general rules, we adhered to them, we used the paraphernalia of Batman as
we saw fit, and the editor (Vincent Sullivan) saw to it that
our plot outlines were different.27
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After visiting the family doctor to mend and dress his gunshot wound, Bruce Wayne saves John P. Van Smith, who had
refused to pay Doctor Death’s tribute demand, from a murder
attempt by Jabah. He then dons his bat garb to confront Doctor
Death in his secret lab. Batman first disposes of Jabah with

his lasso and pursues his fleeing adversary with a relentless
determination, until Doctor Death is finally cornered. The mad
scientist is poised to throw one of his test tubes filled with an
incendiary liquid, but Batman flings a fire extinguisher at him,
causing the doctor to drop the test tube, which erupts into a
blazing inferno all around him. Doctor Death laughs mockingly
at the cowled crimefighter as the flames fully engulf his flailing
form. Gerald Jones wrote, “Fox found the perfect note of gruesome, almost self-mocking melodrama, as Dr. Death’s lab explodes into flame in his climatic battle with Batman.” 28 Gardner
closes his debut with, “Death…to Doctor Death! But is it death
to this arch criminal? Follow the further amazing and unique
adventures of the Bat-Man in next month’s Detective Comics.”
Apparently, Gardner was hinting that we had not seen the last
of our hero’s first “name” villain, the dastardly Doctor Death.
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death and decides to pay a visit to the deceased’s widow, Mrs.
Jones. She confirms Wayne’s suspension, explaining that
Doctor Death was seeking to extort half a million dollars from
her late husband. Mrs. Jones confesses that her husband,
John had lost all their money in the depression and presently, all she has left are some diamonds. Wayne advises her to
remove the jewels to a safe place and, that night, prepares to
meet Doctor Death once again as the Batman. Page two showcases some of Bob’s finest rendering on his creation with those
magnificently tall bat-ears, which reached their highest point in
this issue, along with that marvelous “mysterioso mood” Bob
loved so much and utilized to such great effect. Panel #15 is
especially key, for here Bob illustrated Batman for the very first
time in his most iconic and classic pose throughout the Golden-Age; namely, when he dramatically sweeps his bat-mantle
across his body and face. The following panel features a terrific
full figure action shot of Batman clearing the high brick wall into
the Jones’ backyard, with his striking bat-wings fully outspread.
Part two would be presented next in Detective Comics #30
(Aug., 1939), and stands as a much more key and important
issue in the undying Legend of the Batman than most realize. First and foremost, it opens with one of the most classic
close-up images of Batman ever drawn. Bob Kane’s vivid
vision of his, “Weird Winged Figure of Vengeance” has never
been better than it is in this book. And it is here, in the pages
of this story, that the ominous and ghostly Gothic theatre that

Bob’s artwork was never better than here in this early tale.
In panel #20 on the following page, Gardner wrote, “The
Batman is framed from the outside against the moon-reflecting
windows. He is opening one of them.” 31 Bob would take this

Batman would haunt throughout his first year of existence
would be firmly and forever established as the idyllic atmosphere for the hero. This sensational splash panel showcases
an iconic head and shoulders shot of Batman with those long
lost foreboding bat-ears, slitted eyes that betrayed no emotion at all and his fearsome visage, which is truly unforgettable.
Gardner’s introduction heightened the menacing fervor, “In the
strange lives of those denizens of the hidden world of crime,

the Batman, Winged Figure of Vengeance has become a menace…” This is vintage Batman artwork at it’s absolute apex,
with this precise image providing the prototypical model from
which artists Bob Kane and, just a bit later on, Jerry Robinson
would further develop into the famous Batman logo that would
grace the cover of the hero’s very own title beginning with
Batman #1 (Spring, 1940), and subsequent issues after that.29
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Gardner’s original title for this tale was, “The Batman and the
Diamonds of Death,” 30 but sadly, the editor decided to publish it untitled. Pity really, since this was such a cool title. In
his original script, Gardner chose to number each and every
panel in the story, a practice that would only last for one more
issue. Nonetheless, this story opened with the same panel that
part one ended with – a backside shot of Batman, “with wings
outspread,” who watched as an raging inferno burned Doctor
Death’s house down to the ground, leaving nothing but a smoldering pile of smoking ash. The next morning Bruce Wayne
reads in the newspaper that, “Victim of queer disease turns
purple. Doctors baffled.” The millionaire playboy suspects
that his former arch adversary may be behind this perplexing
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direction and render, yet another classic image of Batman as
he silently slipped into the Jones’ house via the second floor
window. This small, yet quite impressive image would be utilized by DC Comics as a small circular insert that would be
placed in the upper left corner of the covers of this anthology
title, beginning with Detective Comics #38 (April, 1940) through
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issue #47 (January, 1941), along with issues #50-53 (April-July, 1941). This circular insert icon was likewise used for DC’s
“Big Six” Comic Magazines advertisement that appeared in the
publishing company’s various titles.32
Gardner now revealed that Doctor Death did indeed survive
the devastating fire, which not only burned his home to the
ground, but also destroyed his face, now completely bandaged.
The mad scientist orders his new assistant, a Cossack named
Mikhail, to break into Mrs. Jones house and steal her fortune
in diamonds. Batman intercepts the murderous plot, saving the
elderly woman’s life by defeating Mikhail in hand-to-hand combat. The Dark Knight leaves the bag of diamonds in the hands
of the unconscious Cossack, so that he will lead him to his
master. Mikhail drops off the jewels at Ivan Herd’s Pawn Shop,
which Batman suspects is a “fence” for Doctor Death’s new

base of operations, and soon confronts the Cossack in his
apartment. Mikhail pulls his gun and blasts away wildly, but the
daring hero leaps out the window to grab his silken rope and,
swinging back, “There is a sickening snap as the Cossack’s
neck breaks under the mighty pressure of the Batman’s foot.”
Bob again emphasizes Batman’s splendid bat-wings as his hero
leaps into the battle fray, with deadly consequences. Obviously, neither Bob nor Gardner had any reservations about Batman killing his adversaries. In fact, at this early point, Batman
was averaging one kill per issue. Here, the man-hunter slays
Mikhail with a powerful blow to his neck, while in earlier issues,
he would often dispatch criminals by heaving them off rooftops
to fall to their doom. This “Weird Figure” soon swings into Ivan
Herd’s quaint apartment as he is sorting through Mrs. Jones’
stolen jewels. He confronts the frightened Herd, who bolts for
the open door. But, the Caped Crusader is far faster and lassos
Herd with his silken rope to discover that he is wearing a wig

and a skin mask. Removing the mask, Batman looks upon the
destroyed visage of none other than Doctor Death, his face
burned to a crisp. Our hero leaves the defeated doctor bound
next to Mrs. Jones’ jewels and a note for the police; “Meet Doctor Death - and his diamonds. They belong to Mrs. Jones. See
that she gets them. With complements of the Batman.” This
concluded Gardner’s first storyline; an impressive effort for
sure, especially since he was working alongside creator Bob
Kane to establish Batman’s shadowy, no-nonsense persona
that dominated this dangerous and often, deadly domain. This
was a most mystifying, yet fascinating world of wonder that
would soon shift toward the even more bizarre with Gardner’s
next supernatural tale, which proved to be an absolute doozy!
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Gardner Fox’s second two-part saga, famously presented
in Detective Comics #31-32 (September-October, 1939), is
a genuine masterpiece of Golden-Age storytelling. His earliest coup de maître, for sure. Gardner opens this epic on the
magnificent front cover of Detective Comics #31, “Powerful
and awesome, the mysterious Batman again appears to oppose the evil forces of a terrifying Master of Crime known as
the Monk!” Bob Kane’s inspired and utterly unforgettable artwork adorns what is considered by most Bat-aficionados as
the quintessential Batman cover, bar none, and one which likewise ranks as one of the most famous Golden-Age covers of all
time. This is a spooky and more surreal look at the Dark Knight
Detective as his giant brooding form looms over an ancient, fog
laden mountain castle, located somewhere in the remote rural
regions of Hungaria as his adversary the Monk, clad in blood-red
robes, carries his beautiful blonde victim up a gnarled pathway
toward an uncertain fate. Batman’s large and majestic bat-ears
protrude prominently up into the Detective Comics logo. Bob
must have had an absolute ball drawing this baby! It is a bona
fide classic for sure, known to collectors as the “Batman Over
Castle” cover, which has been emulated time and time again,
as well as being turned into an impressive Limited Edition Lithograph by Bob Kane in 1978.33 The fact that the Monk’s skull and
crossbones emblem adorns his chest on the cover, but was
moved to the forehead of his hood in the interior story, points
to the probability that the artwork for the cover was completed
prior to the interior art. In any event, the spooky stage was now
set for this titanic clash between the champions of good and evil.
Part one of this saga opens with the iconic Batman logo
dominating the splash panel. Perhaps the most famous logo in
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comic book history, which had first appeared in its prototype
form in just the previous issue, was being further developed
by Bob with this vintage version and thus, evolving quickly
toward the archetype final design that would soon adorn the hero’s very own book, not long hereafter. Gardner began with a brief,
but quite intriguing introduction:
The Batman. Weird menace to all crime. At last meets
an opponent worthy of his [mettle]. A strange creature,
cowled like a monk, but possessing the powers of satan!
A man whose powers are uncanny. Whose brain is the
product of years of intense study and seclusion!
The Monk goes down in the annals of history as Batman’s very
first costumed super-villain. A powerful and terrifying diabolical
supernatural adversary, who possessed and commanded sinister spiritual forces granted to him by the dark one himself, the
fallen cherub Lucifer, now known as satan. A nefarious archnemesis whose very garb, a flowing robe of striking blood-red hues,
embellished with the universal death symbol of the skull and
crossbones, stood in stark contrast to the more somber, cooler
colors of the twilight, reflected in Batman’s unique uniform perhaps a not so subtle visual design to symbolize the violently
vehement dichotomy of their starkly contrasting ideologies.
The story begins with Batman on his nightly patrol, leaping from rooftop to rooftop, “Through the dark of a New York
night…” Once again, Gardner and Bob would number each
individual panel in this story, save for the last page. Panel #4
of the first page features yet another classic pose of Batman,
which was likewise utilized for the hero’s tragic origin only a
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lift the plane into the sky. Author Jennifer DeRoss pointed out
these significant contributions:
Fox [was adding] in Gothic flourishes, more gadgets,
and a vigilante attitude…Similarly, he gave Batman the
precursor to the Batplane: the Batgyro. He was inspired
by Igor Sikorsky’s first successful helicopter flight, making an instance of Fox using his daily newspaper reading
as a jumping off point for his comic writing. The Batgyro
looked like a giant bat with a big rotor on top complete
with a rope ladder Batman could climb up and down.
This became an important addition when Fox took the
character to international lands.35

couple of issues hence in Detective Comics #33 (November,
1939). Here, Bob swiped Batman’s pose from an earlier Hal
Foster Tarzan newspaper strip.34 Gardner decided to introduce
Bruce Wayne’s first love interest to the series, in the person
of socialite Julie Madison, to whom he was engaged. In a
trance-like state, Julie makes her entrance on the first page
as she approaches to kill an unnamed frightened man on the
street stating, “I have been sent to you by the Master Monk!”
His desperate cry for help is answered by a silken lasso from
above, as Batman lifts him up to safety upon a telephone
pole. Recognizing his fiancée, Batman shakes Julie out of her
hypnotic stupor and drives her home, advising, “Tell your fiancée, Bruce Wayne all that happened. Good night.” The next
morning, Bruce takes Julie to see Dr. Trent, who diagnoses
her unusual symptoms as the work of an expert hypnotist.
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The doctor, seemingly under the dark cloud of a sinister spell
himself, advises Julie to take an ocean voyage cruise. Trent’s
eyes bulge wide as he suggests, “Yes, yes. An ocean voyage
to Paris…and perhaps later to Hungary. The land of history
and werewolves.” Werewolves? Ever observant and cautious,
Bruce remains suspicious of Dr. Trent’s rather unorthodox advice and confesses to his betrothed, “I don’t like the crack the
doctor made about werewolves, Julie. And he seemed hypnotized himself when he gave you that advice. But, maybe
I’m imagining things.” Nonetheless, Bruce sees Julie off on
her ocean cruise, and that night at the Wayne Mansion prepares to follow her in the guise of his alter-ego. Gardner now
introduced two more vital pieces of weaponry, which Batman
would utilize in his ever expanding arsenal declaring, “Two new
weapons. My Batgyro in which to follow Julie and the flying
Baterang (Batarang), modeled after the Australian Bushman’s
boomerang!” The Batgyro was none other than the very first
Bat-plane, complete with bat-shaped wings and rotor blades to

In his autobiography, Bob Kane likewise revealed, “The Batplane was also inspired by the pulps: Fox’s autogyro (Batgyro),
which appeared in Detective Comics #31, was modeled after
a similar one the Shadow used.” 36 The pulps were a constant
and important inspiration for these early first year episodes.
What was the reason for this? Why did the bloody pulps with
their dark, dank and dreary thrilling adventures have such a
lasting and impactful influence on Batman’s first three fathers?
Fan favorite Bat-scribe Steve Englehart shared his expertise:
Well, in the 1930’s, they lived in this sort of dark paranoid
world most of the time. My favorite (pulp hero) of them
all is the Spider. In every issue there is some madman
who was killing thousands of people in the streets. Every
month the Spider had to overcome some guy who was
this incredible megalomaniac. Some maniac who was
not at all shy about killing thousands. The Spider was
basically a much better Shadow. He had all the attributes

of the Shadow, but with
much better storylines
and characterizations.
His stories were very
dark and dangerous.
I was not alive during
World War II, but I can
certainly relate to what
it would have been
like, cause that’s where
comics come from. Just
before and during the
war. The impulse was
there. It was this dark,
scary world and we
wanted heroes, and
that works for me.37
Following the ship in his Batgyro, Batman drops down to
the deck of the ocean voyager to talk with Julie. As she
explains her plight, she stops
short in shock to warn Batman of the diabolical fiend, clad in a
flowing crimson cloak, bearing down on them; “The eyes of a
gaunt figure seem to burn. He is the arch-criminal, known as
The Monk!” Batman pulls out his new Batarang, but finds himself immobilized by the powerful hypnotic spell that the Monk
has cast upon him. But, with his indomitable will, the Caped
Crusader will not be defeated so easily and, “By a tremendous effort of will, the Batman leaps into action” by chucking
his batarang at the Monk, who easily evades the attack. But,
the spell is broken and Batman
retreats back to the Batgyro, his
first engagement with the mysterious Monk ending in a stalemate.
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Landing in Paris, Batman embarks upon a relentless patrol of
the “City of Lights” until he, at last, discovers Julie sleeping
peacefully in a bedroom of a medieval-style stone mansion.
He is immediately greeted by a giant savage gorilla that attacks him, but he nimbly dodges the huge ape to fly through a
sliding door and tumbles down into a large net that immediately
closes around his body. Here, Gardner begins to really excel
as a thrilling storyteller, “The Batman, once again faces the
diabolical Master Monk!” The Monk sits upon his stone-carved
death-throne, engraved with his trademark skull and crossbones, and arrogantly boasts, “Rash mortal…to dare face the
power of the Monk. Look below you at your fate! When I pull
this lever. Heh! Heh!” The net begins to slowly descend into
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a pit of poisonous snakes as Gardner describes, “In a flash,
the Batman flips his batarang. The net stops in its downward
flight as the batarang knocks over the lever. Continuing on its
upward sweep, it crashes into a glass chandelier. The Batman
grasps the batarang and the broken glass!” The Monk looks
down on his resourceful adversary with disdain and proclaims,
“A heroic gesture. But, a futile one. The lever will remain down
this time!” Gardner increases the intensity of this most critical
moment as Batman severs strand after strand, working against
time and chance, as the net drops closer and closer to the den
of venomous vipers, which would certainly spell a horrendous
death for the Dark Knight. At the last possible moment Batman frees himself, “none to soon” and chases after the fleeing

Monk. This pursuit includes a shot of Batman leaping over the
Monk’s stone throne with his cape billowing behind him from
his charging momentum, that Bob swiped from an Alex Raymond Flash Gordon Sunday.38 Just before Batman can catch
his retreating foe, a barred gate drops down to separate them.
The Monk mocks, “Die here, you fool. While I send the girl Julie
on to my castle in Hungary to feed my werewolves.” The evil
fiend then lowers his gigantic gorilla into the cage to tear apart
his relentless enemy limb from limb once and for all. Here,
Bob swipes the fearsome figure of the savage gorilla from the
cover of Wonder Comics #2 (Fox Features Syndicate, 1939).39

In this moment of
truth, the resourceful
man-hunter makes a
most desperate leap
for the pulley rope
that had just lowered
the great beast and,
as he climbs hand
over hand to safety, sights one of the
Monk’s guards who
has drawn a gun and
knocks him out cold
with a perfect throw
of his trusty batarang.
Gardner’s skillful ingenuity and originality
as an ever expanding
master author really
shines forth here in this exciting, edge-of-your-seat sequence
as he begins to mold, yet another important and even immortal
if you will, aspect to Batman’s ever expanding and complex
persona - that of becoming the world’s greatest escape artist.
His second-to-none, death-defying prowess being tested to the
maximum during this duel-to-the-death with the devilish Monk.
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Bewitched by the Monk’s hypnotic spell, Julie races toward
Hungary as Batman follows from above in his Batgyro. Dropping upon the roof, he tosses one of his glass pellets filled with
knock-out gas into the interior. The car swerves into a nearby tree and Batman removes Julie’s unconscious body from
the crash. He then places her next to himself in the Batgyro
and, “Sets his automatic controls for Hungary - home of the
vicious Monk and his werewolves!” Gardner concludes part
one by asking, “What plans has the Monk in mind? Why does
he want Julie?” He leaves his readers with these rather puzzling questions to ponder, while setting the stage for the sensational showdown in next month’s exciting episode.
Indeed! Who is this Master Monk? Who is this diabolical, dark
Master of the Macabre and why does he seek to enslave Julie
Madison and bend her mind to his malevolent will? Richard
Morrissey inquired about this:
You know, in some of those early stories there seemed
to be so much plot that they were hard to follow in the
space available! I’m still not sure about a lot of things in
the Monk story, however much I reread it. Was there any
reason for this? Gardner Fox answered:
There was a lot of plot in the Batman stories, true. But I
always felt the reader got cheated if we didn’t give him
a good story with plenty of suspense, instead of just
loading the pages with action panels. So I always strove
for suspense together with as much human interest as I
could slide into the allotted pages.
I always liked the supernatural; I read Lovecraft, Derleth,
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Sax Rohmer, (Robert E.) Howard, Clark Ashton Smith,
Whitehead, all the others. (Doctor) Fate was a derivation from my imagination influenced by those writings,
I guess.
I have a large collection of both fiction and non-fiction
dealing with the supernatural. A number of these books
are, I understand, rather rare. I bought ‘em a long time
ago, in secondhand bookstores in Manhattan.40
Gardner Fox most likely drew the majority of his inspiration
for the Monk from the famous horror novel Dracula, written by
Irish author Abraham “Bram” Stoker. The book was published
by Archibald Constable and Company on May 26, 1897 and introduced the infamous Count Dracula to the world - the Lord of
the Vampires. Stoker spent seven years researching European
folklore and various tales about the undead and is believed
to have been most influenced by Emily Gerard’s 1885 essay,
“Transylvania Superstitions,” that includes content about vampires.41 It should be pointed out that Gardner Fox never mentioned vampires even once in part one, but werewolves are
referred to several times. Of course, werewolf and vampire lore
was ancient and widespread by this time and Gardner, with his
insatiable reading appetite, must have been quite well versed
in both subject matters since they often present themselves
hand-in-hand. Count Dracula is considered to be both the prototypical and the archetypal vampire and in Stoker’s novel, he
is depicted to be the origin point of the werewolf legends:
We Székelys have a right to be proud, for in our veins
flows the blood of many brave races who fought as
the lion fights, for lordship. Here, in the whirlpool of
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European races, the Ugric tribe bore down from Iceland
the fighting spirit which Thor and Wodin gave them,
which their Berserkers displayed to such fell intent on
the seaboards of Europe, aye, and of Asia and Africa
too, till the peoples thought that the werewolves themselves had come.42
Dracula refers to himself as an Székely, who are a subgroup of
the Hungarian people living mainly in Székely Land, located in
the valleys and the hills of the eastern Carpathian Mountains
in Romania. The Székely people likewise claim descent from
the wild warrior, Attila the Hun. The Székely Land rests within
the principality of Transylvania, the fabled region residence of
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Count Dracula. Here is the first connection between Dracula, a
Transylvanian nobleman of Hungarian descent, and the mysterious Monk, who bases his operations from his far remote
mountain citadel in Hungary. In Stoker’s novel, Count Dracula
explains to Jonathan Harker that he is deeply proud of his aristocratic boyar heritage and reveals a strong nostalgic yearning
for historic heroics of military might, which are now but long
forgotten tales to be told. He inhabits a very dark and dank
decaying castle in the Carpathian Mountains, located near the
Borgo Pass. The Count emits a powerful presence. He stands
forth darkly handsome and quite charismatic, possessing
a keen sophisticated demeanor with a veneer of aristocratic
charm that belies the unspeakable darkness that lies in wait,
deep within the dungeon of his soulless essence. As a Transylvanian aristocrat, Dracula possesses great wealth, owning
vast real estate in his homeland of Transylvania, along with
impressive estates in London; Carfax in Purfleet, Essex and
Piccadilly, among others. The Monk likewise enjoys tremendous riches along with power and influence over others. His
castle headquarters rests in the remote regions of the far western arm of the Carpathian Mountains, just within the northern
border of Hungary. Gardner uses a bastardization description
of this famous mountain range in his narrative from Detective
Comics #32 (Oct., 1939); “The Batman arrives at his hotel,
embedded deep in the Carlathan Mountains in Hungaria.” He
likewise owns a stone medieval mansion in Paris, France.
Both Dracula and the Monk enjoy the company of beautiful,
yet deadly vixen vampire women. Dracula abides with three
beautiful, but terrifying female undead bloodsuckers in his castle, known as the “Weird Sisters.” The Monk is accompanied
by the darkly ravishing beauty Dala, likewise a vampire, while
striving to enslave Julie Madison to his will. Both possess the
uncanny power to shapeshift, also known as enchantment.
Dracula’s preferred forms of transformation being that of a
large wolf, a giant bat, a massive dog and/ or some dense fog
or swirling mist. The Monk favors a metamorphosis into a wild
mountain wolf. And of course, Count Dracula and the Monk

are both undead, blood-lusting vampires of the darkest order.
Emissaries of evil. Iniquity incarnate. Perfect personifications of
death, decay and utter destruction. And yet, even with all these
similarities, perhaps the most notable connection between these
two malevolent malcontents would be that each traffick within the
forbidden black arts. Professor and vampire-hunter Abraham Van
Helsing, Dracula’s archenemy, described the Count:
There are such beings as vampires, some of us have evidence that they exist. Even had we not the proof of our own
unhappy experience, the teachings and the records of the
past give proof enough for sane peoples. I admit that at the
first I was skeptic. Were it not that through long years I have
trained myself to keep an open mind, I could not have believed until such time as that fact thunder on my ear. “See!
see! I prove, I prove.” Alas!...The nosferatu do not die like the
bee when he sting once. He is only stronger, and being stronger, have yet more power to work evil. This vampire which is
amongst us is of himself so strong in person as twenty men;
he is of cunning more than mortal, for his cunning be the
growth of ages, he have still the aids of necromancy, which
is, as his etymology imply, the divination by the dead, and all
the dead that he can come nigh to are for him at command;
he is brute, and more than brute; he is devil in callous,..43
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The drinking (or eating) of blood, for which the vampire is most
notorious, is often intimately associated with various aspects of
black magick, especially in human and/ or animal blood sacrificial rituals, is likewise strictly denounced in the Holy Scriptures:
For the life of the flesh is in the blood: and I have given
it to you upon the altar to make an atonement for your
souls: for it is the blood that maketh an atonement for
the soul.
Therefore I said unto the children of Israel, no soul of you
shall eat blood, neither shall any stranger that sojourneth
among you eat blood.
And whatsoever man there be of the children of Israel, or
of the strangers that sojourn among you, which hunteth
and catcheth any beast or fowl that may be eaten; he
shall even pour out the blood thereof, and cover it with
dust.
For it is the life of all flesh; the blood of it is for the life
thereof: therefore I said unto the children of Israel, Ye
shall eat the blood of no manner of flesh: for the life of
all flesh is the blood thereof: whosoever eateth it shall
be cut off.46

Since the life of all flesh is in the blood, and Dracula thrives
from drinking the blood (or life) from his mortal victims, we
should surmise that Dracula, or any vampire for that matter, is
an avatar of death and damnation. Vampires drink and destroy
life from its rightful owners, mankind - an unnatural usurpation
of the most nefarious kind. The evil Count’s origins and early
life are likewise covered in Stoker’s novel:
I have studied, over and over again since they came into
my hands, all the papers relating to this monster, and
the more I have studied, the greater seems the necessity to utterly stamp him out. All through there are signs
of his advance. Not only of his power, but of his knowledge of it. As I learned from the researches of my friend
Arminus of Buda-Pesth, he was in life a most wonderful
man. Soldier, statesman, and alchemist - which latter
was the highest development of the science knowledge
of his time. He had a mighty brain, a learning beyond

compare, and a heart that knew no fear and no remorse.
He dared even to attend the Scholomance, and there
was no branch of knowledge of his time that he did not
essay.47
From Dr. Seward’s Diary entry above we may glean that Dracula excelled in a myriad of professions during his human lifetime such as a military leader, a political statesman, scientist
as well as a natural philosopher, via alchemy - the highest
achievement of scientific knowledge of his time. His keen intellect and scholarly expertise were second-to-none. His bravery
on the field of battle knew no bounds. Dracula even dared to
attend the infamous Academy of Scholomance, located deep
in the Carpathian Mountains that overshadows the town of
Sibiu, where he studied the black arts and obtained a deep
working knowledge of alchemy and dark magick. The quote
above is the second time that the Academy of Scholomance is
mentioned by Bram Stoker in his novel. In folklore, the Scholomance, or Solomonărie as it was called by the Romanians,
was a mysterious and mystical school that taught the forbidden
arts of black magick and other
various branches of witchcraft.

Necromancy is defined as black magick or sorcery that allows
the practitioner to communicate with the dead; to conjure forth
the spirits of the dead for purposes of magically revealing the
future or influencing the course of events.44 This sort of practice
is so abominably abhorrent to the Almighty Himself, that He
strongly condemns it in the Bible:
When thou art come into the land which the LORD thy
God giveth thee, thou shalt not learn to do after the
abominations of those nations.
There shall not be found among you any one that maketh his son or his daughter to pass through the fire,
or that useth divination, or an observer of times, or an
enchanter, or a witch.
Or a charmer, or a consulter with familiar spirits, or a
wizard, or a necromancer.
For all that do these things are an abomination unto the
LORD: and because of these abominations the LORD
thy God doth drive them out from before thee.45
The LORD mentions a myriad of evil witchcraft practices in
these verses, most of which Dracula regularly engages in.
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her time there to study, research and write about the culture
and landscape of exotic Transylvania to widespread effect.50
In fact, it was Emily who introduced Bram Stoker to the term,
“Nosferatu,” to describe the undead:

Located in some vast unsubstantiated subterranean cavern,
the school recruited and enrolled a handful of young pupils,
known as the Scholomonariu, from the local population. Class
size could vary from anywhere between seven, ten or 13 students, who studied underground for the duration of a seven or
nine year period, completely unexposed to sunlight the entire
time. According to folkloric accounts, the academy was noted
to be run by the devil himself, with courses taught consisting
of speech with animals, casting magick spells, the secrets
of nature, manipulation of weather patterns and even riding
dragons. The final assignment for graduation required the pupil
to record in writing their entire knowledge of humanity into a
“Solomonar’s book.” 48 The devil would then choose one gifted
student from the graduating class to become the Solomonari
– a wizard who would ride the dragon and exercised control
over the weather such as summoning thunderstorms, or causing hail and rain to fall. Because of these occultic abilities, this
chosen high-wizard was known as the “Weather-Maker,” and
the “devil’s aide-de-camp,” who rode the dragon or “Ismeju”
to construct thunderbolts. According the Romanian folklorist,
S.F. Marian, the Solomonari were in fact a type of “strigoi” or
vampire, since they had completely avoided the rays of the sun
for the duration of their enigmatic education.49
As mentioned beforehand, it is widely believed that Bram
Stoker drew most of his inspiration and information for his
novel Dracula from the writings of Scottish author Emily Gerard (1849-1905), that being mainly from her book, The Land
Beyond the Forest (1890), and her essay, “Transylvania Superstitions.” Emily’s interest and familiarity with Transylvanian
folklore came about when her husband Ritter Miecislaus von
Laszowski, a Polish cavalry officer serving in the Austro-Hungarian Army, was stationed in the towns of Hermannstadt (Sibiu) and Kronstadt during the years 1882 to 1885. She utilized
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More decidedly evil is the nosferatu, or vampire, in which
every Roumanian peasant believes as firmly as he does
in heaven or hell. There are two sorts of vampires, living
and dead. The living vampire is generally the illegitimate
offspring of two illegitimate persons; but even a flawless
pedigree will not insure any one against the intrusion
of a vampire into their family vault, since every person
killed by a nosferatu becomes likewise a vampire after
death, and will continue to suck the blood of other innocent persons till the spirit has been exorcised by opening
the grave of the suspected person, and either driving a
stake through the corpse, or else firing a pistol-shot into
the coffin. To walk smoking round the grave on each anniversary of the death is also supposed to be effective in
confining the vampire. In very obstinate cases of vampirism it is recommended to cut off the head, and replace it
in the coffin with the mouth filled with garlic, or to extract
the heart and burn it, strewing its ashes over the grave.
That such remedies are often resorted to even now is a
well-attested fact, and there are probably few Roumanian villages where such have not taken place within
memory of the inhabitants. There is likewise no Roumanian village which does not count among its inhabitants some old woman (usually a midwife) versed in the
precautions to be taken in order to counteract vampires,
and who makes of this science a flourishing trade.51
Professor Van Helsing revealed even more important elements
about Count Dracula’s origins and the significant historical
events in his past life that were most instrumental in shaping
and molding his complex persona and ideology:
Thus when we find the habitation of this man-that-was,
we can confine him to his coffin and destroy him, if we
obey what we know. But he is clever. I have asked my
friend Arminius, of Buda-Pesth University, to make his
record, and from all the means that are, he tell me of
what he has been. He must, indeed, have been that
Voivode Dracula who won his name against the Turk,
over the great river on the very frontier of Turkeyland. If it
be so, then was he no common man, for in that time, and
for centuries after, he was spoken of as the cleverest
and the most cunning, as well as the bravest of the sons
of the “land beyond the forest.” That mighty brain and
that iron resolution went with him to his grave, and are
even now arrayed against us. The Draculas were, says
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Arminius, a great and noble race, though now and again
were scions who were held by their coevals to have had
dealings with the Evil One. They learned his secrets in
the Scholomance, amongst the mountains over Lake
Hermanstadt, where the devil claims the tenth scholar
as his due. In the records are such words as “stregoica”
witch, “ordog,” and “pokol” satan and hell, and in one
manuscript this very Dracula is spoken of as “wampyr,”
which we all understand too well. There have been from
the loins of this very one great men and good women,
and their graves make sacred the earth where alone this
foulness can dwell. For it is not the least of its terrors that
this evil thing is rooted deep in all good, in soil barren of
holy memories it cannot rest.52

Van Helsing’s intriguing synopsis revealed several significant
insights; in his lifetime Dracula was a most clever and cunning
Voivode (a Slavic term for a military commander in Eastern
Europe during the middle ages), who led his troops across
the Danube River to victory against the Turks. By attributing
to him the title of “Voivode Dracula,” the professor possibly
identifies him with Vlad III Dracula (A.D. 1428-1476), better
known as “Vlad the Impaler,” an important ruler of Wallachia
and a national hero of Romania. It should be noted that Bram
Stoker’s identification of Count Dracula with Vlad III Dracula
is not without its detractors and continues to be a significant
subject point of heated debate among scholars. The reference to Dracula being, “the bravest of the sons of the land
beyond the forest,” is a clear and precise identification with the

principality of Transylvania, as well as a marked and very
direct ode to Emily Gerard’s book, The Land Beyond the Forest. Once again, Count Dracula is spoken of as being intimately intertwined with the worst and foulest of all adversaries,
à la satan and his wicked, wicked ways. It would behoove us
to heed the final two sentences in Van Helsing’s description,
mainly that of evil often hiding and/ or even disguising itself
under the “cloak” of the good, sacred and holy. And, this is
precisely what the Monk does, donning the religious garb of
his benevolent namesake, yet harboring frightful disdain, contempt and hatred for mankind; a raving wolf in sheep’s clothing
as Christ warned about. For, true evil rarely announces itself.
Gardner Fox does not give us much background information
about the Monk, save in his opening monologue from Detective Comics #31; “The Batman - weird menace to all crime, at
last meets an opponent worthy of his [mettle]. A strange creature cowled like a monk, but possessing the powers of satan!
A man whose powers are uncanny. Whose brain is the

product of years of intense study
and seclusion.” Thus, just like
his predecessor Count Dracula,
the Monk is a strange and enigmatic personality of genius-level
intellect, whose many years of
studying the arcane arts have
infused him with the powers of
satan. Super-charged with evil energies, both are devoutly and
unabashedly dedicated to the devil. Each operates from their
home headquarters in eastern Europe, residing in their ancient
castles located in the wild, untamed rocky crags of the Carpathian Mountains. Each enjoys an entourage of beautiful, but
deceptively deadly vampire vixens. Werewolves and other wild
beasts of the night flock to their aid and obey their commands.
And, even though Count Dracula might engage in hand-tohand fighting, that is not his preferred choice of combat. With
his sinister sophistication and dominating demeanor, the Count
would rather rely upon his subtle skills of hypnotism, telepathy
and illusionary abilities to manipulate, confuse and overcome
whom he will. The Monk seems to eschew any form of physical
violence whatsoever, considering himself above such mundane contact with mere mortals, whom he views as nothing
more than contemptible cattle. No, this villain’s main tactic is to
employ his potent powers of hypnosis via his penetrating eyes,
by which he can physically immobilize his opponent, ensnaring
the poor person in a psychic vise-grip. His victim is then completely helpless and vulnerable to his every whim and power of
suggestion. Only the rare persona, blessed with an indomitable
will for goodness, such as the
Batman’s, could possibly defeat
such a terrible threat, which is
precisely what the Dark Knight
purposes himself to do, even at
the cost of his own life.
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Perhaps it is apropos that Gardner Fox, as a writer so strongly
influenced by Bram Stoker’s novel, that artist Bob Kane would
be equally as affected by the uncanny and unsettling cinematic visuals his young and impressionable mind absorbed
when he went to see the motion picture for the very first time.
Dracula was released in 1931 by Universal Pictures and starred
Hungarian-American actor Bela Lugosi in the title role. The film
was an instant runaway success and is widely regarded today
as one of the most famous and classic movies ever produced
during the Golden-Age of Hollywood cinema. Bob reflected
upon how Dracula inspired his gripping artistic visuals:
Films also contributed to the dark, mysterioso atmosphere I tried to evoke in Batman. I was a real movie
buff as a kid. Movies like Dracula, with Bela Lugosi - with
the fog swirling up around the moors and the evil old
castle - left an indelible impression on me. The first year
of Batman was heavily influenced by horror films, and
emulated a Dracula look.53
Visions of Bob’s unforgettable cover for Detective Comics #31
come to mind, along with the titanic clash, which would ensue
in the following issue. Detective Comics #32 (October, 1939),
opens with a bang as Bob presents another classic splash panel pose by Batman as he strikes his famous stance of sweeping
his bat-cape across his face and body in darkly dramatic fashion. Gardner opened the narrative, “Following his fiancée, the
Batman, in reality Bruce Wayne, has trailed a sinister figure,
cowled like a monk, into Hungaria…” From his high vantage
point, Batman watches the rural rugged road until a Victorian
carriage passes by and, dropping like a huge bat in the full
moonlight, alights upon the roof of the speeding carriage. He
pulls out a glass pellet of choking gas to knock out the occupant
inside and quickly dispatches the driver. The detective believes
that he has, at last, captured his elusive and mysterious adver-
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sary the Monk, but within the coach he is surprised to discover
a raven-haired, exotic beauty. This opening scene conjures up
images from the first chapter of Stoker’s Dracula, when Jonathan Harker is traveling by carriage through the foreboding
Borgo Pass, onto his introductory meeting with the Count:
Whilst he was speaking the horses began to neigh and
snort and plunge wildly, so that the driver had to hold
them up. Then, amongst a chorus of screams from the
peasants and a universal crossing of themselves, a
calèche, with four horses, drove up behind us, overtook
us, and drew up beside the coach. I could see from the
flash of our lamps, as the rays fell on them, that the horses were coal-black and splendid animals. They were
driven by a tall man, with a long brown beard and a great
black hat, which seemed to hide his face from us. I could
only see the gleam of a pair of very bright eyes, which
seemed red in the lamplight, as he turned to us. He said
to the driver:
“You are early to-night, my friend.” The man stammered
in reply, “The English Herr was in a hurry,” to which the
stranger replied: “That is why, I suppose, you wished
him to go on to Bukovina. You cannot deceive me, my
friend; I know too much, and my horses are swift.” As he
spoke he smiled, and the lamplight fell on a hard-looking mouth, with very red lips and sharp-looking teeth, as
white as ivory.
One of my companions whispered to another the line
from Burger’s “Lenore” – “Denn die Todten reiten schnell”
- (“For the dead travel fast.”)
The strange driver evidently heard the words, for he
looked up with a gleaming smile.54
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The Borgo Pass is in actuality, the Tihuța Pass - a highly elevated remote and rural mountain passageway located in Romania’s Bârgău Mountains, which cuts a serpentine path through
a section of the Eastern Carpathian mountain ridge. The Tihuța
Pass connects Bistrița, capital city of Bistrița-Năsăud County
in Transylvania to Vatra Dornei, a city of Suceava County in
northeastern Romania. Much more than simply a geographical
demarcated area of dread and doom to be shunned at all costs,
the Borgo Pass symbolized the stark dichotomy between the
western world of light, reason and science to the more mystical
eastern regions, ruled by supernatural superstition and suspense. It is a rite-of-passage, if you will, in which our hero must
brave and prove himself in order to come face-to-face and
do battle with an often overwhelming opposition set in array
against him, if he is to overcome and ultimately prevail.
Bram Stoker’s haunting description of the treacherous and
tortuous Borgo Pass presents a truly nightmarish journey for
Jonathan Harker to travel through during the dead of night:
The passenger turned his face away, at the same
time putting out his two fingers and crossing himself.
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“Give me the Herr’s luggage,” said the driver; and with
exceeding alacrity my bags were handed out and put in
the calèche. Then I descended from the side of the coach,
as the calèche was close alongside, the driver helping
me with a hand which caught my arm in a grip of steel; his
strength must have been prodigious. Without a word he
shook his reins, the horses turned, and we swept into the
darkness of the Pass. As I looked back I saw the steam
from the horses of the coach by the light of the lamps,
and projected against it the figures of my late companions crossing themselves. Then the driver cracked his
whip and called to his horses, and off they swept on their
way to Bukovina. As they sank into the darkness I felt a
strange chill, and a lonely feeling came over me; but a
cloak was thrown over my shoulders, and a rug across
my knees, and the driver said in excellent German:
“The night is chill, mein Herr, and my master the Count
bade me take all care of you. There is a flask of slivovitz
(the plum brandy of the country) underneath the seat,
if you should require it.” I did not take any, but it was a
comfort to know it was there all the same. I felt a little

strangely, and not a little frightened. I think had there
been any alternative I should have taken it, instead of
prosecuting that unknown night journey. The carriage
went at a hard pace straight along, then we made a
complete turn and went along another straight road. It
seemed to me that we were simply going over and over
the same ground again; and so I took note of some salient point, and found that this was so. I would have liked
to have asked the driver what this all meant, but I really
feared to do so, for I thought that, placed as I was, any
protest would have had no effect in case there had been
an intention to delay. By-and-by, however, as I was curious to know how time was passing, I struck a match,
and by its flame looked at my watch; it was within a few
minutes of midnight. This gave me a sort of shock, for
I suppose the general superstition about midnight was
increased by my recent experiences. I waited with a sick
feeling of suspense.
Then a dog began to howl somewhere in a farmhouse
far down the road - a long, agonized wailing, as if from
fear. The sound was taken up by another dog, and then

another and another, till, borne on the wind which now
sighed softly through the Pass, a wild howling began,
which seemed to come from all over the country, as far
as the imagination could grasp it through the gloom of
the night. At the first howl the horses began to strain and
rear, but the driver spoke to them soothingly, and they
quieted down, but shivered and sweated as though after
a runaway from sudden fright. Then, far off in the distance, from the mountains on each side of us began a
louder and a sharper howling - that of wolves - which affected both the horses and myself in the same way - for I
was minded to jump from the calèche and run, whilst they
reared again and plunged madly, so that the driver had
to use all his great strength to keep them from bolting. In
a few minutes, however, my own ears got accustomed to
the sound, and the horses so far became quiet that the
driver was able to descend and to stand before them.
He petted and soothed them, and whispered something
in their ears, as I have heard of horse-tamers doing,
and with extraordinary effect, for under his caresses
they became quite manageable again, though they still
trembled. The driver again took his seat, and shaking his
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reins, started off at a great pace. This time, after going
to the far side of the Pass, he suddenly turned down a
narrow roadway, which ran sharply to the right.
Soon we were hemmed in with trees, which in places
arched right over the roadway till we passed as through a
tunnel; and again great frowning rocks guarded us boldly
on either side. Though we were in shelter, we could hear
the rising wind, for it moaned and whistled through the
rocks, and the branches of the trees crashed together
as we swept along. It grew colder and colder still, and
fine, powdery snow began to fall, so that soon we and
all around us were covered with a white blanket. The
keen wind still carried the howling of the dogs, though
this grew fainter as we went on our way. The baying of
the wolves sounded nearer and nearer, as though they
were closing round on us from every side. I grew dreadfully afraid, and the horses shared my fear. The driver,
however, was not in the least disturbed; he kept turning
his head to left and right, but I could not see anything
through the darkness.55
Batman’s quest to conquer the Monk and free is fiancée from
his enemy’s evil hypnotic clutches is no less dramatic as he
and his new enigmatic female companion fly the Batgyro to his
hotel, embedded deep in the “Carlathan” (Carpathian) Mountains. Here Julie inquires about her identity, to which she replies, “My name is Dala. I seem to have been kidnapped by
your friend here.” Later that night, as Batman safeguards the
hotel room from just outside the door, he hears sobbing moans
issuing from the room. Dala appears to sleepwalk through the
open door and Batman notices fresh blood upon her lips - our
first clear clue something much more supernaturally sinister
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is in play now, since Gardner has been quite careful to only
mention werewolves beforehand. Dala suddenly awakens out
of her trance-like state and strikes Batman on the back of his
head with a statue. Dazed momentarily, the Caped Crusader
checks in on Julie to find two prominent puncture holes on her
throat - the mark of the dreaded vampire. With another vintage
shot of Batman, swinging by his silken robe and gliding through
the twilight with bat-wings fully extended, he easily overtakes
the fleeing Dala. Batman now realizes that Dala is an accomplice to her master the Monk and that both are indeed, undead
vampires. Dala pleads with the Dark Knight that he promise to
kill her evil master, if she dares to reveal where the Monk makes
his secret abode. Batman sternly replies, “I’ll be the judge of
that! Where does the Monk hide?” Dala answers, “In the lost
mountains of Cathala by the turbulent river Dess. I shall guide
you.” The reference to “the lost mountains of Cathala” and the
“river Dess” both seem to be fictionalized landmarks. And, why
not? Did not Jonathan Harker in his journal entry write about
this unexplored mystical region, that seems to be mantled in
mystery and myth from eons ago as:

drags the Batplane earthward.” This is perhaps, the silliest part
of Gardner’s otherwise brilliant story, since no self-respecting
werewolf would ever have anything whatsoever to do with silver. This scene simply flies in the face of the classically based
werewolf legends altogether. Utter anathema in werewolf lore!
Nonetheless, Dala berates Batman, “You fool! Pitting your
puny body against the Mighty Monk.” Through the direct gaze
from his piercing eyes, the Monk slowly overpowers Batman’s
physical body by his “marvelous hypnotic powers.” As they advance toward the Monk’s fog-laden castle, Dala advises her
master to summon forth Julie to join them so that Batman will
bemoan her woeful fate, just before the Monk commands his
werewolves to devour him. Once again, just as Dracula possesses potent powers of telepathy, using this skill to his great
advantage, so does this enigmatic enemy of mankind who,

“By tremendous concentration of will, the Monk forces his power through space,” which “fastens on Julie’s will compelling her
to come to him.” Unable to move a muscle, Batman watches in horror as Julie enters the castle while the Monk boasts,
“Soon your Julie will be as we are – werewolves to ravish on
all living men. And you shall be dead. Helpless to avenge her.”
The Monk leads Batman to the edge of the “Den of Wolves,”
and shapeshifts into a wild wolf himself to summon forth his
voracious pack of werewolves that gather from the surrounding mountains. The Monk transforms back into his human form
and leaves Batman to ponder upon his chilling endgame purpose, “You shall be thrown into the arena below to die at their
rending fangs. As you are screaming in death, remember that
Julie will be a werewolf herself in time! To run with the pack
on moonlight nights!” This arch-fiend certainly plays for keeps.

I read that every known superstition in the world is gathered into the horseshoe of the Carpathians, as if it were
the center of some sort of imaginative whirlpool; if so my
stay may be very interesting.56
Interesting and most intriguing, for sure. Batman bares farewell to Julie, leaving her with some money and urging her to
fight against the strong pull of telepathy, which beckons her
to the Monk’s side. He departs with Dala on their “weird mission” toward the stronghold of the Monk upon the wings of the
“eerie Batplane.” Suddenly, the Batplane is caught in midair
by a “great silver net that seems to operate by magic, which
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Packs of ravenous wild wolves, wailing with the fervor of anguished banshees in the moonlit, fog-mantled forests of these
forbidding lands, likewise play a prominent role in Dracula:
Suddenly, away on our left, I saw a faint flickering blue
flame. The driver saw it at the same moment; he at once
checked the horses, and, jumping to the ground, disappeared into the darkness. I did not know what to do, the
less as the howling of the wolves grew closer; but while
I wondered the driver suddenly appeared again, and
without a word took his seat, and we resumed our journey. I think I must have fallen asleep and kept dreaming
of the incident, for it seemed to be repeated endlessly,
and now looking back, it is like a sort of awful nightmare.
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Once the flame appeared so near the road, that even in
the darkness around us I could watch the driver’s motions. He went rapidly to where the blue flame arose - it
must have been very faint, for it did not seem to illumine
the place around it at all - and gathering a few stones,
formed them into some device. Once there appeared a
strange optical effect: when he stood between me and
the flame he did not obstruct it, for I could see its ghostly
flicker all the same. This startled me, but as the effect
was only momentary, I took it that my eyes deceived me
straining through the darkness. Then for a time there
were no blue flames, and we sped onwards through
the gloom, with the howling of the wolves around us, as
though they were following in a moving circle.

At last there came a time when the driver went further
afield than he had yet gone, and during his absence, the
horses began to tremble worse than ever and to snort
and scream with fright. I could not see any cause for it,
for the howling of the wolves had ceased altogether; but
just then the moon, sailing through the black clouds, appeared behind the jagged crest of a beetling, pine-clad
rock, and by its light I saw around us a ring of wolves,
with white teeth and lolling red tongues, with long, sinewy limbs and shaggy hair. They were a hundred times
more terrible in the grim silence which held them than
even when they howled. For myself, I felt a sort of paralysis of fear. It is only when a man feels himself face to
face with such horrors that he can understand their true
import.
All at once the wolves began to howl as though the
moonlight had some peculiar effect on them. The horses
jumped about and reared, and looked helplessly round
with eyes that rolled in a way painful to see; but the living
ring of terror encompassed them on every side; and they
had perforce to remain within it. I called to the coachman
to come, for it seemed to me that our only chance was to
try to break out through the ring and to aid his approach.
I shouted and beat the side of the calèche, hoping by the
noise to scare the wolves from that side, so as to give
him a chance of reaching the trap. How he came there,
I know not, but I heard his voice raised in a tone of imperious command, and looking towards the sound, saw
him stand in the roadway. As he swept his long arms,
as though brushing aside some impalpable obstacle, the
wolves fell back and back further still. Just then a heavy

cloud passed across the face of the moon, so that we
were again in darkness.
When I could see again the driver was climbing into the
calèche, and the wolves had disappeared. This was all
so strange and uncanny that a dreadful fear came upon
me, and I was afraid to speak or move. The time seemed
interminable as we swept on our way, now in almost
complete darkness, for the rolling clouds obscured the
moon. We kept on ascending, with occasional periods of
quick descent, but in the main always ascending. Suddenly, I became conscious of the fact that the driver was
in the act of pulling up the horses in the courtyard of a
vast ruined castle, from whose tall black windows came
no ray of light, and whose broken battlements showed a
jagged line against the moonlit sky.57
The Monk shoves Batman into the Den of Wolves, who miraculously regains his mobility in the midst of his fall into the pit. The
bloodthirsty werewolves leap at the Dark Knight, who swiftly
extracts a glass pellet filled with sleeping glass that explodes
in the mist of the pack, rendering them unconscious. Safe but
for the moment, Batman knows very well his dire plight and admits, “I can hold the wolves off only as long as my gas pellets
last. Then its over!” He tries to cast his silken robe again and
again to reach the pit’s edge, but to no avail. Toward the breaking of dawn, the wolves revive from their induced slumber and
with their “flashing fangs,” menace our brave hero once again.
He tosses, yet another glass pellet full of knockout gas to keep
the pack at bay one final time, and tying his batarang to his
silken rope, makes a mighty cast that wraps around a stone
column so that he may finally climb to safety.
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Now, completely aghast at these woeful events of ghastly horror
that have vexed him and his fiancée, the incensed man-hunter seeks out unmitigated vengeance upon his supernatural
adversaries once and for all. After checking in on Julie, who
rests peacefully in slumber, Batman melts down a silver statue
to mold two silver bullets as Gardner reveals, “Only a silver
bullet may kill a vampire!” Loading his .45 automatic, Batman
cryptically declares, “Now to find the open tomb in which these
vampires sleep and bring them death that will release Julie.”
He passes a row of translucent tombs and pauses before the
open coffins of the Monk and Dala. Batman fires the silver bullets into the two undead creatures, slaying both of them for all
time by vowing, “Never again will you harm any mortal being!”
Gardner concludes this epic saga, “The spell is broken…and
life returns, once again, to Julie!’ The beautiful young debutante thanks her mysterious rescuer, “I don’t know who you
are, but you saved my life and I shall be forever grateful!”
This was an extremely key and landmark event in comic book
history. Here, Bob Kane and Gardner Fox established an unprecedented and utterly unforgettable moment in the Legend of
the Batman, for this marked the very first time in which Batman
would employ a firearm to directly shoot and slay his adversary
in the line of combat. He had threatened his foes before with a
gun, but did not actually fire the weapon. He had killed before,

with a perfectly placed powerful kick to the neck or by throwing
his opponent off a rooftop, but the deed was not shown so
directly or so vividly graphic, being more or less implied. Yes
indeed, this was an unabashed and brazen execution of evil!
Perhaps Bob and Gardner believed that the Monk and Dala
were far too dangerous to be left alive. That death was their just
due. A permanent punishment for their myriad of sinful atrocities, for which there could be no atonement. The ramifications
of this event would soon reverberate throughout the hallowed
halls of DC as an event not quite acceptable for the burgeoning Mythos of Batman. Of course, Batman’s aversion to killing
had not yet been established, nor permanently ingrained within
his psyche. Nonetheless, this graphically violent action on the
Dark Knight’s part in taking a life (even an undead one), would
cause the DC brass to question the wisdom of this deadly deed
and carefully consider the long term consequences associated with any fallout from their young reader audience. Jennifer
DeRoss shared her thoughts:
Still, Fox’s vampire-focused two-parter ending with Batman killing the Monk by shooting him in his coffin was
seen as controversial at the time. In DC Comics: A Celebration of the World’s Favorite Comic Book Heroes, Les
Daniels explains that editor Whitney Ellsworth said the
guns had to be removed due to the sense of responsibility DC was beginning to feel for its children readers.
With comics suddenly becoming the most popular reading material for children, there were already concerns
about comics in the 1940’s and, in an attempt to assuage
this, DC tried to impress upon the anxious parents that
their stalwart heroes were desirable role models. Part
of this consisted of DC’s decision to always leave its
villains alive at the end of the story. These factors began
DC’s reputation as being more conservative than other
publishers. The desire to appease also prompted editor
Sheldon Mayor to send out a list of taboos including dismemberment, corpses, stabbings, blood, skeletons, and
cursing.58
This shocking scene of the Monk and Dala’s death was, most
likely, the catalyst for DC’s shift toward more conservative storytelling. Another important element, that hovers like a gleaming will-o-the-wisp, is Gardner’s exploration of the vulnerabilities of vampires and werewolves, that being of silver. It may be
impossible to know for sure where the initial source for silver
being so abhorrent and destructive to both werewolves and
vampires sprung up from, but it may have originated from the
Bible itself. In the Holy Scriptures, silver is symbolic of redemption and salvation through faith in Jesus Christ and thus, directly represents the Messiah Himself. With this timeless theme
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of truth, we can understand why silver would be so shunned
and feared by the dark devotees of the devil. In Dracula, Bram
Stoker likewise explored the weaknesses of the undead:
Ah, but hear me through. He can do all these things,
yet he is not free. Nay, he is even more prisoner than
the slave of the galley, than the madman in his cell. He
cannot go where he lists, he who is not of nature has
yet to obey some of nature’s laws, why we know not.
He may not enter anywhere at the first, unless there be
some one of the household who bid him to come, though
afterwards he can come as he please. His power ceases, as does that of all evil things, at the coming of the
day. Only at certain times can he have limited freedom.
If he be not at the place whither he is bound, he can only
change himself at noon or at exact sunrise or sunset.
These things are we told, and in this record of ours we
have proof by inference. Thus, whereas he can do as
he will within his limit, when he have his earth-home, his
coffin-home, his hell-home, the place unhallowed, as we
saw when he went to the grave of the suicide at Whitby, still at other time he can only change when the time
come. It is said, too, that he can only pass running water
at the slack or the flood of the tide. Then there are things
which so afflict him that he has no power, as the garlic
that we know of; and as for things sacred, as this symbol, my crucifix, that was amongst us even now when we
resolve, to them he is nothing, but in their presence he
take his place far off and silent with respect. There are
others, too, which I shall tell you of, lest in our seeking
we may need them. The branch of wild rose on his coffin
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keep him that he move not from it, a sacred bullet fired
into the coffin kill him so that he be true dead, and as for
the stake through him, we know already of its peace, or
the cut-off head that giveth rest. We have seen it with
our eyes.59
In this long list of vampire vulnerabilities, Stoker makes no
mention of silver, or more precisely, a silver bullet as a viable means to slay Count Dracula. However, he does state
that, “a sacred bullet” could kill Dracula so that he would, “be
true dead.” A sacred bullet seems to be a bullet that is either
blessed by a priest or some other servant of God, and/ or one
that is dipped in holy water or anointed with holy oil. It is well
known that silver is regarded as the main bane of those unruly
canine beasts in werewolf lore and thus, Gardner may have
drawn upon both these maxims when he decided on a silver
bullet to slay the Monk and Dala. The fact that Fox had created
these characters existing simultaneously as both werewolf and
vampire may also have been a contributing factor in his fateful
decision for their demise. Whatever the case may have been,
this complex and sophisticated saga proved to be Gardner’s
finest work on Batman, with the Master Monk being the Dark
Knight’s best and most powerful villain in the first year of the
series. It’s a real pity that Bob and Gardner never explored
and developed the character to his full potential in subsequent
years. Perhaps they both believed that they were forbidden
from bringing the Monk back into the series since he “be true
dead” (as Bram Stoker asserts), when Batman fired a silver
bullet into his wicked heart. Due to his immense supernatural
powers and dominating persona, the Monk could’ve proven to
be the apex antagonist for Batman - his antithesis of pure evil.
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undead domination over the Dynamic Duo. Dick Grayson’s first
encounter with the striking, sexually charged Dala was presented in Detective Comics #511 (Feb., 1982), exquisitely illustrated by the late, great Don Newton. All in all, this saga spanned
over six subsequent crossover issues in Batman #346, #349,
#350 and #351, along with Detective Comics #515 and #517
(April - Sept., 1982), with most of these issues being drawn by
veteran artist, Gene “the Dean” Colan. This was an excellent
updated version of the original tale and its intriguing characters
and proved to be every bit as tantalizing, complex and dramatic epic clash between good and evil as Gardner and Bob’s first
foray. The new Monk and Dala were given their very own origin
backgrounds by Conway. This deadly undead duo proved to be
formidable foes, even succeeding in transforming both Batman
and Robin into fearful salivating, blood-thirsty vampires, who
very nearly lost their immortal souls in this epic engagement.
Thank God that Heaven intervened, as they were eventually
cured through the timely intercession and Godly council of the
saintly Father Green, via complete blood transfusions. Father
Green could even be considered a modern-day take off of
Dracula’s arch-enemy, Professor Abraham Van Helsing.

Just as the Monk’s reign came to an abrupt end, so likewise
would Count Dracula meet his overdue demise at the hands
of Professor Van Helsing and his brave band of vampire-hunters. The defeat of the King Vampire was so complete in fact,
that Stoker’s original ending described Dracula’s entire castle
crumbling into total ruin to be swallowed up by the earth herself. This ending followed the line, “The Castle of Dracula now
stood out against the red sky,...”
As we looked there came a terrible convulsion of the
earth so that we seemed to rock to and fro and fell to our
knees. At the same moment with a roar which seemed
to shake the very heavens the whole castle and the rock
and even the hill on which it stood seemed to rise into
the air and scatter in fragments while a mighty cloud of
black and yellow smoke volume on volume in rolling
grandeur was shot upwards with inconceivable rapidity.
Then there was a stillness in nature as the echoes of that
thunderous report seemed to come as with the hollow
boom of a thunder-clap - the long reverberating roll which
seems as though the floors of heaven shook. Then down
in a mighty ruin falling whence they rose came the fragments that had been tossed skywards in the cataclysm.
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From where we stood it seemed as though the one fierce
volcano burst had satisfied the need of nature and that
the castle and the structure of the hill had sunk again into

In the summer of 2006, writer/ artist Matt Wagner revamped
the Monk and Dala for his six-part mini-series entitled, “Batman
and the Mad Monk,” which ran from Oct., 2006 – March, 2007.
This was another new and updated take on these vile villains,
with Wagner supplying his own origin story and even including
Julie Madison in the plot. The story was decently written, but
Wagner’s artwork is quite lacking, being illustrated way too cartoony, simple and a bit silly to adequately complement the grim
and ominous atmosphere that this more somber and serious
subject matter called for. A pity really, since Wagner’s covers
were rendered rather well, which are but a far cry from the
inferior interior artwork. It should be clearly understood though,
that neither the Monk nor Dala in Wagner’s mini-series as well
as in Conway’s story, had any direct identification with Bob and
Gardner’s original characters from Detective Comics #31-32.
This long lost and daring task would be championed by veteran Bat-scribe Steve Englehart, who would finally resurrect
the original Dala in his Dark Detective III script (DC, 2006),
illustrated by the late, great Marshall Rogers.61 Decades after
his first encounter with the undead, Batman would travel to

the void. We were so appalled with the suddenness and
the grandeur that we forgot to think of ourselves.
It is not known for sure why this original conclusion in the Dracula transcript was omitted from the published version. Due to
the fact that the typescript contains significant revisions written
in Stoker’s own hand, it is generally assumed that the author
decided on the change himself. Some suspect that Stoker may
have had a sequel in mind and others believe that he felt that
this ending was too similar to Edgar Allen Poe’s, “The Fall of
the House of Usher.” 60
It would take more than 40 years for the Monk and Dala to be
brought back into the Batman storylines. In 1982, writer Gerry
Conway had the novel idea to return Batman back to his Gothic
roots of yore, just as Bob, Bill and Gardner had originally envisioned the character in 1939. Conway began his exploration
into the distant past of the Dark Knight by re-introducing his first
two “name” villains. Doctor Death was brought back for a twopart tale in Batman #345 (March, 1982) titled, “Calling Doctor
Death,” that was illustrated by seasoned artist Gene Colan.
This was followed up by part-two, “The Fatal Prescription of
Doctor Death,” presented in Detective Comics #512 (March,
1982). Conway likewise re-introduced the statuesque beauty and darkly seductive Dala, who romanced Dick Grayson
with a strongly sophisticated and sublime sexual intensity,
as a clandestine diabolical scheme to lure him and Batman
into her grand-master’s devious plan of control and ultimately
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passion. That makes you the grandest of prey for me! I’ll
have your life and your love!

Dala moves to bite his neck, probing:
I feel the darkness within you straining to break free! You
crave the touch of my silken hand. You grow mad at the
scent of my hair. You are a Bat! You are a man. And I am
everything you love!

Writer Steve Englehart is daring to delve deeply into some unexplored yet, very fertile ground here. A sublime subtext that
endeavors to explore untouched possibilities, raw emotions,
unknown motivations and perhaps, even some unspoken secret desires that both players might harbor deep in their subconscious. A dangerous, and yet, so very fascinating cerebral
chess match between these two creatures of the night. Englehart shared his thoughts:
London, England in order to thwart the marauding of Killer
Moth, while simultaneously seeking to ease his troubled mind
and mend his broken heart due to his recent breakup with Silver St. Cloud. In this spooky scene, heavy laden with dense
London fog, Batman comes face-to-face with his greatest
regret from the distant past as her sultry voice dances like the
delicate whisper of icicles upon the swirling mist. A chilling
voice, which had been long dead and buried, and yet, now so
disturbingly intimate, echoes forth from the mystical gloom:

Englehart expounded:
In the story, Dala comes to Batman and says, “You know
I’m a vampire and I’ve been living a very long time and
I’m sick of it. You killed me once. I want you to kill me
again.” Batman responds, “No, I can’t do it. I will help
you anyway I can.” And then, as the story progresses,
she relapses. And so, then the people that she kills, their
blood is now on Batman’s hands because of his refusal
to kill her. That was the dilemma I wanted to play with in
the third issue; you’ve sworn never to kill anybody, but
you’ve got somebody that you really ought to kill and
who wants you to kill them. That’s the dilemma.63

Atmosphere is all important for Batman. I brought Dala
back because I wanted to get another hit from that earlier issue. Silver bullets, right? The fact that Batman had
never killed anybody. My original story was that he had
killed her and then decided after that he was not going
to kill anybody else. DC didn’t like that at all. They didn’t
think he’d ever killed anybody.62

Englehart revealed the untold origin of the deadly Dala. She is
an 800-year old vampiric Hungarian aristocrat, who has now
basically grown bored with her own immortality. A big reason
for bringing back Dala was to recapture the moody ambiance
and enchanting characterizations from Batman’s first year.
Dala’s odd choice of revealing attire is a bit puzzling, to say the
least, especially for one who is supposed be so highly refined
and sophisticated, but instead comes off as a debauched punk
rocker who just exited a Clash concert. Englehart explained:

“I knew you would come…my love.”
The Dark Knight Detective turns and stands stark still, peering
intensely into the muddy murkiness of the London twilight, a
razor blade of warning screaming down his spine, alerting his
keenly honed senses to imminent danger. He utters a long forgotten name he believed forever lost, “Dala?!”
His reeling mind ventures back to one of the earliest cases of
his career:
A vampire I thought I killed. She threatened Julie Madison - the girl I couldn’t love then. Dala wasn’t human, but
when I saw the light go out of her eyes, I swore never to
kill again - and that’s another vow I’ve kept!
Like the nocturnal huntress she is, Dala sashays in and out
of his line-of-sight, assaying Batman’s keen eyes that strain
to stay focused on her ever fleeting and flirtatious form, while
she teases:
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Yes, you remember me as if it were yesterday. That is
the nature of dreams. You remember that I have the
power of hypnosis - though you never did understand
me. You were so unspeakably young! You tried to kill me
with your young ways, but to kill a vampire one needs
the old ways - a wooden stake. I lived on. But, I have no
need for revenge. You fought for the woman you loved.
A woman knows, Bat-Man…the depth and power of your

Batman stands stark still, ever stalwart against Dala’s intense
hypnotic sexual onslaught. She maneuvers in close for the kill,
with her supernaturally strong sinister seductiveness, to test
his teetering physical resolve. Batman sternly warns:
You’ve got the wrong guy, Dala. I have reason to know…
how un-passionate…I am.

As Marshall moved on in his career, he really liked to
draw oddballs. He really liked to go with strange looking people, if they didn’t have to be heroic. His theory
was, if you’re 800 years old, you’ve lived in every fashion
[trend] ever. And, none of it means anything anymore,
which sort of comes out in the character of Dala. She
just dresses like that because she feels like it that day.64

Dala slowly carves a slit in the neck of his cowl and pushes her
leg against his crotch, pressing her perceived advantage:
Your passion lies in your lust for justice, and that will
change. I, too, am a prize. The most beautiful of women…cultured…cosmopolitan. In bed and out.
I know you don’t want to believe me, but you will once
your blood runs down my tongue. You rage against your
helplessness, and yet it excites you. I feel you respond,
Bat-Man.
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territory with this new possibility of Batman getting intimately involved with Dala here, an extremely dangerous immortal
vampire with a kamikaze death wish. This unspoken (at least
on Batman’s part), yet potent sexual attraction between these
two could be juxtaposed to Batman’s romantic relationship with
Catwoman; the villainess, but later on, his heroine partner who
played such an important role and influencing factor during the
Caped Crusader’s career. Dala could be perceived as an even
darker version of Catwoman, with the conflicting, yet strangely intersecting dichotomy of ideas and ideologies that could
construct a most complex, but fascinating relationship. Yet,
Batman wants to help redeem Dala from her soulless, undead
fate. A guardian angel, if you will, endeavoring to guide her
back to the land of living mortals, via the London clinic that
can wean her off of her vampiric blood-lust. A treatment that
is actually successful until she relapses when she abandons
all hope after Batman fails to visit her one of the days she is in
rehab. This situation could likewise be compared to the archetypal bad relationship between Samson and Delilah. In fact,
Englehart even hinted at this by having Marshall include in the
panel backgrounds a Samson and Delilah poster. When asked
if Dala was Delilah, Englehart answered:

As to Batman and Dala’s engaging encounter in London,
which harbors intriguingly ripe and fertile subtext, especially
the taboo sexual attraction between these two indomitable
personalities, Englehart explained:
Bruce Wayne and Silver St. Cloud had broken up at the
end of [Dark Detective II.] She was staying with her new
boyfriend, because he really needed her. And, Batman
could see that was the logical choice, which really pissed
her off. Because he wasn’t into romance as well as a
logical situation, so they were on different wavelengths.
And, he was trying to forget her. He was trying to get her
out of his mind. He thought that his relationship with Silver had come to its inevitable conclusion. He left her behind in America, while he went on to England where Dala
was waiting. I don’t think Batman was seriously thinking
that he was going to have some sort of romantic liaison
with Dala, but might have thought, “You know, one night
here might be a fun thing.” Anytime you do Batman with
a romantic life, you’re breaking new ground.65
And Steve Englehart was most definitely exploring uncharted
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Pretty much, yes. I was making reference to opera. I was
in the opera at the time. But, I chose that opera because
it was a seductive woman and a powerful man. Batman
is extremely driven. At that point, he wants to be as intense as possible. But, he holds. He goes out as far as
he can go. One more step and he’d go crazy, go over the
edge. So, he stays right there. [With Dala] he might think,
“Well, you know, here we are, its’ all dark, we’re all alone,
whatever.” I can see in the right circumstances Batman
may think, “Well, what the hell? We can have something
here for the night. It’ll be fun. I’ll forget about Silver, if just
for the night.” The thrill of danger! The darkness of it kind
of thing. Both have a touch of that. But he would never,
I don’t think decide that she could be his girlfriend, that
they could make something out of it. Batman’s far too
rational for that. In the end, Batman was not going to be
with Dala. He would end up with Silver.
Batman is my favorite character because he is the most
interesting character. Batman has always had great villains. I love Dick Tracy, too. And Dick Tracy pioneered
the idea of weird villains. The Chester Gould villains were
fabulous. I’m sure that was an influence on Bob Kane.
I remember when I was first starting in comics, every
month I’d have to come up with a villain for each of the
heroes that I was working with. I can remember spending a lot of time thinking about, “who are the villains?”
I would quite often come up with good backstories for the
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in a mystery…!” This story finds Batman traveling back through
France, fresh from his cataclysmic clash with the Monk that
recently concluded in Hungary, when he becomes enveloped
within another bizarre case. The large close-up image of Batman in the splash is an all-time classic, one that would be reused
for the opening page of his brand new title book in Batman #1
(Spring, 1940), not long hence. In sum, this tale is the third leg
of the Dark Avenger’s European tour, which began in Detective
Comics #31-32. Along with this, the cover that was originally
slotted for this issue was the one eventually used for Detective
Comics #35 (Jan., 1940). This is verified from the fact that the
villain in issue #34, a Frenchman named Duc D’Orterre, is the
very one who holds the hypodermic needle on the classic cover
of issue #35. This cover is famously known as the “hypo-cover,” with Batman brandishing those celebrated and wonderfully
elongated bat-ears, which have stood tall as a collector favorite
ever since Batman’s inception. Another strong clue that links
Gardner to this cover is the use of a hypodermic needle that
was definitely not commonplace during this early period, in fact
was considered one of the “taboo” elements, which DC would
soon ban altogether from use in their comic books. Gardner
had previously incorporated a hypodermic needle in one of his
earliest stories, “Zatara the Master Magician and the Haunted
Farm” in Action Comics #2 (July, 1938), illustrated by Golden-Age great, Fred Guardineer.67
villains and how to make use of them, or at least, how
intimate they were there in order to flesh out the villains.
It’s really hard to think of ways to give Superman a run
for his money, whereas Batman has to fight much harder
for it. That is why the Joker is such a great villain for Batman. They’re polar opposites and so perfectly matched.
So, you’ve got these great archetypes.66
This idea of the classic good against evil archetypes certainly
extends to the Monk and Dala as well. Englehart’s revival of
the original Dala remains a very enchanting exposé, and the
only take thus far, of Gardner Fox and Bob Kane’s captivating
creation from 1939.
Detective Comics #33 (November, 1939) would be, yet another
key early book to which Gardner lent his remarkable talent to.
It must be noted that this book’s cover and interior story were
substituted in as replacements for the ones that were initially
slotted for this issue. Namely, the story that appeared in Detective Comics #34 (December, 1939), was the one that was
supposed to appear here for issue #33. We know this from the
famous splash panel for which Gardner wrote the introduction,
“The Batman, having rescued his fiancée Julie from a sinister
figure named the Monk, sees her safely on board a boat for
America. He is to follow her later, when he becomes involved
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The reason for this sudden substitution was because Bob
Kane and the DC brass agreed that an origin story for Batman
was long overdue. Bob explained:
Equally significant was our creation of an origin story.
We introduced Batman in Detective Comics #27 without explaining much about who he was or why he had
adopted the costume, and did not provide a rationale for
him until six issues later. The reason for the delay was
partly because we were too busy at first establishing the
character to think up an origin for him and partly because
Bill was replaced by Gardner Fox on a few of the first
stories. As soon as Bill returned to writing Batman we set
out to create the missing explanation.
Bill and I collaborated on the origin. We discussed
various explanations about why Batman would decide
to wear a bat costume and become a crimefighting
vigilante. He had to have something happen to him
and we couldn’t think of anything worse than seeing his
parents shot down by a robber before his eyes.
A bat is an eerie, weird creature that would frighten anyone, so it was natural that Bruce Wayne would choose a
bat costume to frighten criminals.68
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This claim by Bob that he and Bill Finger collaborated on
Batman’s origin is in dispute, which will fling the Finger faithful
into a feeding frenzy, seeing red for sure. Nonetheless, let’s
take a closer, more in-depth look at what the facts actually are
and what the myriad of subtle clues, such as style of writing,
work ethic and subject matter, which are all incorporated into
these early episodes, point towards. First of all, Gardner was
on the series for more than just, “a few of the first stories.”
He is credited as being the writer from Detective Comics #29
through #34, including issue #33, that features Batman’s very
first origin tale. The general consensus is that Gardner wrote
the main story in Detective Comics #33, “The Batman Wars
Against the Dirigible of Doom,” which equates to nine and
5/8th pages. The short origin story accounts for one and 3/8th
of a page, credited to Bill Finger; a grand total of 11 pages.
The main story opens with a splash panel of Batman flying
in his Batplane and looking toward the Dirigible of Doom.
Usually, the main story would be launched after the splash
panel, but here that is not the case. After the splash panel,
the origin of Batman is inserted in between the splash panel
and the rest of the corresponding story. Quite an unorthodox
combination and odd editorial decision, to say the least. Are
we to believe that there were two distinct scripts by two different writers presented here, which were then combined into
one? That Gardner supplied the main story and Bill the short
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origin tale, which were then fused together into one cohesive
whole? The prevailing argument for this viewpoint is that the
main story is much more Gardner Fox-like with its grandiose,
larger-than-life themes and overall presentation with Batman
battling the megalomaniac villain Carl Kruger, a raging narcissist who believed himself to be the successor to the infamous
French dictator Napoleon Bonaparte, and his 2,000-man army
called the “Scarlet Horde.” The origin, in turn, is a more standard down-to-earth, grueling and gut-wrenching tragedy that
tends to lean more toward Bill’s gritty, street-crime drama style.
This may or may not be the case. Gardner could write in this
standardized “street-crime” style just as easily as Bill could. An
important clue here is that the origin, as well as the main story,
were last minute substitutes for the book, which emphasizes
the strong probability that they were written rather quickly and
under a fast approaching deadline. Could Bill have delivered
so quickly and under such pressure? An important and lingering question, especially considering the fact that Gardner had
to step in for Bill to keep the series going and on schedule
after only Batman’s second appearance in Detective Comics
#28. Recall that Fox was a very fast writer, extremely prolific
with his remarkable output of stories, highly motivated, strictly
disciplined and punctual in his staunch work ethic. Bill Finger,
not so much. And, Gardner was the main writer on Batman at
this time, which is beyond any dispute. So, unless Bill had this
short origin tale ready and in waiting beforehand, the probability of him supplying it in a quick and timely manner is dubious
at best, but possible nonetheless. We must likewise concede
that the concept of a giant bat flying in through the window is
a scene straight out of Dracula. Recall, that night after night
Dracula, in the guise of a giant bat, flaps his wings with demonic ferocity just outside Lucy Westenra’s window, trying to
prompt her to let him inside to suck her blood. This is another
clear indication that Gardner most likely wrote Batman’s origin
tale. A further revelation is Gardner’s own personal assertion:
With Batman’s origin story, Detective Comics, no. 33
(Nov. 1939), we encounter another intriguing puzzle
of comic book history. The origin first appears within a
Batman adventure generally attributed to Gardner Fox.
Decades later Fox claimed to have written the origin,
although most fan historians have continued to credit
Finger with its conception, if not necessarily its final execution. (See Daniels, Batman.) As the style and emotional content of the origin story seems more consonant
with Bill Finger’s work than Gardner Fox’s, at least to this
author, the origin is here credited to Finger.69
The cover for Detective Comics #33 likewise strongly suggests
Gardner’s inspiration, for hereon, Batman is brandishing a gun
holster hanging from his utility belt. Gardner was the one who
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The real question here is, not how long Gardner was writing
Batman, but how many stories did he actually write in this short
timeframe, which in publishing terms was a six-month period.
Due to the fact there are nearly no official records that still exist
from this early period, an exact number of Gardner Fox Batman
scripts written and published in the pages of Detective Comics would be quite impossible to ascertain with any certainty. Nonetheless, if we closely examine the clues that present
themselves, we just might be able to acquire an accurate range
of possible stories that Gardner wrote, which are not as yet,
credited to him. The first clue is supplied by author Mark Seifert:

introduced the usage of a firearm weapon in the storylines and
this controversial, yet ever present prop during this pivotal period was consistently and emphatically employed over and over.
This was a potent bloody pulp influence for sure, most notably
inspired by the Shadow’s deadly use of dual .45 automatic pistols, which Bob and Gardner emulated so floridly. Gardner’s
choice for this may have likewise been motivated by his beloved father, Leon “Foxie” Fox who:
With revolver and suit case in hand he often goes out
in search of a hair dresser. The disjunction at work in
this description is telling with his more rural side being
represented by inclusion of the revolver in addition to the

status he achieved at school, as is seen in his focus on
presenting himself well.70
In Gardner’s mindset, Batman’s usage of a firearm in his lonely
mission was not only practical and pragmatic, but absolutely
essential for him, as a mere mortal, to emerge triumphant over
the horrendous hordes of evildoers he would wage war against
each and every night. The gun was just simply another tool in
his ever expanding arsenal of weaponry.
Gardner Fox admitted, “I didn’t stay on Batman that long –
Bill Finger was an old friend of Bob Kane and wanted to
write him, so they gave me other things to write instead.” 71

March 30, 1939 is the date of publication of Detective
Comics #27 as listed by the Library of Congress Copyright Office’s Catalog of Copyright Entries for Periodicals
for 1939. According to the statute in effect at that time,
the Copyright Act of 1909, the date of publication as listed here is “held to be the earliest date when copies of
the first authorized edition were placed on sale, sold, or
publicly distributed.” Though it has a May cover date,
cover dates were typically used to let newsstand dealers know when to remove unsold copies of a publication
from the newsstand.
As we noted last year for Superman’s 75th birthday,
when Jack Liebowitz was questioned on the stand in DC
v Bruns, he referenced Action Comics’ dates of publication as the on-sale dates. So, while arrival dates for
Detective Comics #27 are going to vary from place to
place around the country (I know of a copy of Detective
Comics #27 with an April 19 date stamp, for example),
the date of publication gives us the most “official” available info for the earliest on-sale date.72

ing and shipping of the comics to the newsstands. From this,
we can speculate that Gardner probably wrote his first Batman story sometime in early April of 1939. Fox expert DeRoss
believes that he could complete as many as three full stories
per week when he was writing only at night, while working as
a lawyer during the day. DeRoss provided even more insight:
Sheldon Mayer described Fox as a professional, and a
fast one at that; Fox is described as being one of the
few guys who could just sit down and make a writing
decision, or accept one, and then write it without trying
to second-guess everything. Mayer also stated that he
was “good at running with the ball, and passing it back
to you.”
Some of this desire for speedy decision-making must
have been related to Fox’s desire to keep money coming in. Fox only got paid about a dollar a page when he
first started out in the 1930’s, which wasn’t abnormal in
the Golden-Age. Thankfully, his page rate rose to about
three dollars a page during this time. While this is a
decent raise, it was still not much to plan a comfortable living around, so Fox had to write a lot in order to
maintain his lifestyle.73

Why is this important? Well, Mark provides us with the date of
publication, or the dates in which actual copies of Detective
Comics #27 (1st app. of Batman), and Detective Comics #28
(2nd app. of Batman), were on the newsstands for sale. Obviously, the exact day in which these comics were put on the
stands would vary slightly depending on which area you lived
in, but according to the Library of Congress, the official date of
publication for Detective Comics #27 was March 30, 1939 and
for Detective Comics #28 it was May 1, 1939. Knowing this, we
can safely surmise that copies of Detective Comics #29 (Gardner’s first work on Batman), was placed on the newsstands
sometime between late May and early June of 1939. It would
take approximately (at a minimum), six weeks to complete an
issue of Detective Comics, based on the following timetable;
one week to write script, two weeks for artwork (pencils, inks
and lettering), one week for coloring and editing and the last
two weeks, which would incorporate the printing, cutting, bind52
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Could Bill Finger have written so many Batman adventures in
advance of the impending deadlines? After Detective Comics
#34, there were another six issues of this anthology title (#3540), published before Batman #1 was released. These issues
are all credited to Bill Finger. But, could Gardner have actually
written some of them? Let’s take a closer look to see if any of
those wonderful Gardner garnishes glow forth for us.

In order to make this demanding moonlighting career worthwhile, Gardner realized he had to be prolific in producing his
various stories, for he now had a wife to support, with children
soon on their way. He had to write and write FAST! But, for
argument sake, let’s be very conservative with DeRoss’ estimate and conjecture that perhaps, Gardner was only able to
complete, but one lone story per week during his tenure on
Batman; a rather modest assumption due to the fact that the
burgeoning Batman must have been his priority during this pivotal period. With this in mind, Gardner could easily have written
between 12 to 24 stories for Batman during this brief five to
six month time window, based upon his stories that appeared
in the six issues from Detective Comics #29 through #34 – a
six-month publishing time frame. Remember that Gardner possessed a relentless drive to excel, an unparalleled work ethic
and was an extremely speedy scribe. Also recall that by the
time Batman #1 was published in the Spring of 1940, DC had
amassed a good sized inventory of fresh Batman stories in their
treasure trove, so much so that Batman #1 was comprised of
four brand new original Batman stories, all that were originally
slotted to appear in Detective Comics; these included the first
and second appearances of the Joker, the first appearance of
the Cat (Catwoman), the very last solo Batman adventure and
a retelling of Batman’s origin as the lead off feature of the book.
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Detective Comics #35 (January, 1940), opens with a most
spectacular splash panel, that features Batman holding a
smoking .45 automatic. This is Gardner’s glorious grandeur for
sure, since he is the one who introduced Batman’s gunplay to
the series. However, the story began with Bruce Wayne sitting
in discussion with Commissioner Gordon at Police Headquarters, the very type of scene that Detective Comics #27 opened
with. This, added with the glaring fact that Commissioner Gordon is a very key character, who is conspicuously absent from
all of Gardner’s previous six stories, leads us to lean toward Bill
Finger as the one who scripted this issue. But wait, this story’s
plot revolves around a very large and rare ruby idol, carved
from one solid piece of the gleaming jeweled stone into the evil
image of Kila (Kali), the Indian god of destruction. This is a sinister supernatural prop that is pure Gardner. With Batman utilizing his trademark glass pellets to defy two more deathtraps
at the behest of the exotic Chinese villain, Sin Fang as well as
doing battle with two giant attacking Mongols, all likewise lean
towards Gardner as the scripter of this issue. But again, we are
presenting a hypothesis here and nothing more.
Bob Kane’s cover for Detective Comics #36 (February, 1940),
reflects the story presented in issue #35. This book introduced

Batman’s first reoccurring “name” villain to the series, Professor Hugo Strange, another “mad scientist” archetype and pulp
inspired villain. Hugo Strange is eerily similar to Doctor Death
in his physical appearance, persona and motive - a brilliant,
genius-level and highly educated intellectual, who uses his
knowledge and skills to prey upon and manipulate his fellow
man for naught, but greedy gain for filthy lucre. Batman uses
his gun to summon the police to a crime scene and a glass pellet to aid his escape from Hugo Strange’s cruel and injurious
torture trap. The concentrated lightning-machine that Hugo
Strange utilized to blanket the city within a dense unnatural fog

in order to provide cover for his citywide looting was another
ingenious instrument in this early story. These embedded elements suggest Gardner Fox as the embellisher.
In Detective Comics #37 (March, 1940), Batman proves his
mettle by defying, yet another death trap after being tied up in
a burlap grain-sack and thrown into the ocean to drown, only
to cut himself free with a sharp blade pulled from his utility belt.
The epilogue last panel of this tale features Batman standing
against the “Huge, Terrifying Man-Monsters” of the madman,
Professor Hugo Strange. This adventure was originally planned
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“Dread Castle.” Gardner could easily have written some, if
not all of these classic early Batman adventures, for they are
branded with his brilliant style. With all this in mind, one final
point must be addressed. It is well known that due to the lack
of official records from the famed Golden-Age period, the writer
of many of those stories is still unknown, and in some cases, incorrectly credited. Case in point would be the story, “The
Grade A Crimes” that was published in Batman #16 (April-May,
1943). This tale was initially, but mistakenly credited to Bill Finger, until the story’s real author came forward to claim her rightful due. Ruth “Bunny” Lyons Kaufman wrote three stories for
DC Comics in 1942, one of which was this Batman yarn. This
fact first came to light when writer Bill Jourdain uncovered the
truth via a letter from Kaufman herself. In his article, “I Wrote
Batman in the 1940’s!,” Jourdain expressed his thoughts about
these unknown and unheralded Golden-Age authors:

for Detective Comics #38 (April, 1940), but the origin and first
appearance of Robin was substituted in its place. Thus, this
final solo Golden-Age adventure of Batman was presented in
Batman #1 (Spring, 1940), instead. In this larger-than-life epic
saga, strongly influenced by the movie King Kong (RKO, 1933),
Batman uses a machine gun mounted atop his Batplane, “spitting death” to cut down some of Hugo Strange’s thugs and his
savage, marauding giants as he confesses, “As much as I hate
to take human life, I’m afraid this time it’s necessary.” Gardner’s Batplane (introduced in Detective Comics #31) played a
very prominent role in this gripping tale. All these grandiose,
Gothic and graphic elements strongly suggest Gardner’s hand
in this eerie episode, if not only his super strong influence.

Bunny’s letter to me also raised another question in my
mind. How many others have written Golden Age stories
and never been credited? While we know the identities
of most, if not all, of the premier scripters of the Golden
Age, what about those unsung heroes who wrote a few
stories (or more) and were never recognized for their
achievements? The reality is that we will likely never
know all of them, but we can certainly continue to look
through old, musty files, and give credit where credit is
due when new identities are discovered. These unknown
writers and artists are certainly just as important a part
of the development of our hobby as those that we honor
year in and year out. To me, they are the “unknown soldiers” of the Golden Age.74
And so, we must ask once again, “Could any of these early
first and second year issues, immediately following Detective
Comics #34, have been written by Gardner Fox and incorrectly
credited to Bill Finger?” An important and lingering question
worth investigating, and yet, one in which we may never acquire an undisputed answer to. Yet, hope springs ever eternal.

Detective Comics #39 (May, 1940), features both Wong, the
“Unofficial Mayor of Chinatown,” who first appeared in issue
#35, along with a cameo of Julie Madison, Bruce Wayne’s
fiancée from the Monk saga in issues #31-32. And lastly,
Detective Comics #40 (June, 1940), is another dark moody
foray in the great Gardner methodology, that introduced the
first Clayface (Basil Karlo), a “Master of Crime” (same title given to the Monk) and a “Master of Murder,” with another appearance by Julie Madison as an actress on the set of the movie,
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Thus, regardless of how controversial and widely unknown
Gardner Fox’s creative contributions to the Mythos of Batman
may be, he should be recognized as a vaunted member of the
original trifecta of trailblazers, along with Bob Kane and Bill
Finger. This terrific trio formed, molded and firmly established
the Batman as the Dark Avenger of the Twilight during his
focal first year of thrilling, action-packed episodes. Gardner’s
florid scripts are deeply infused with Gothic garnishes, ghostly
atmospheric aura and that wonderful mantle of moody
mystery that makes Batman’s early adventures so utterly unforgettable and ultimately beloved by fans and collectors alike.
Gardner did not create Batman, but he rescued him from a
quick and ambiguous death with his ingenious Gothic Genesis,
which infused the Dark Knight with a vehement burst of raw
kinetic energy that stands today as stalwart as ever - a true
and lasting testament to one of the greatest and most famous
American icons ever created. For this, we should be forever
grateful for the rarefied gifted greatness that was, is and will
always be, Gardner Francis Fox – the man who saved Batman!

Gardner Fox himself summed up his own personal ideology
about his work when he shared:
Well, I’m a Roman Catholic, as far as religion goes.
I believe in the brotherhood of man and peace on Earth.
If I could do it with a wave of my hand I’d stop all this war
and this silly nonsense of killing people. So I used the
super-heroes’ powers to accomplish what I couldn’t do
as a person. The super-heroes were my wish-fulfillment
figures for benefiting the world.75
Expert Jennifer DeRoss, profoundly offered:
It takes bravery to redirect the course of one’s life to
follow a dream. Many never feel like it is an option.
For Gardner Fox, becoming a writer eventually felt like
the only option his heart could make. Through superheroes, Fox could imagine the way the world could be:
a world where everybody tried to help everybody else
around them.76
But perhaps, the best and most glowing praise for Gardner
Fox came from Lou Mougin when he expressed his admiration,
“Of comics’ Golden-Age, it may truly be said, ‘There were
GIANTS in those days.’ One such GIANT was Gardner Fox.” 77
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End Notes:
#1 Bill Finger swiped the first Batman story, “The Case of the Chemical Syndicate”
from the previous pulp story, “Partners of Peril,” written by Theodore Tinsley and
published in The Shadow Magazine (Nov., 1936). Tinsley was the second most
prolific Shadow writer of the 1930’s, after the Shadow’s creator, Walter Gibson. Both
Gibson and Tinsley used the writer-pseudonym, Maxwell Grant. Artist Jerry Robinson, one of Kane’s early assistants, later theorized that the young Bill Finger was
"struggling to shift from humor to adventure strips," hence his use of the Tinsley story may have been a bit of a crutch. Thanks to Will Murray and Anthony Tollin for this
discovery. https://www.cbr.com/comic-book-legends-revealed-484/#more-170643
#2 Opening monologue description of The “Bat-Man” (as he was then called), from
the title splash panel of Detective Comics #27 (May, 1939). The story was titled,
“The Case of the Chemical Syndicate,” written by Bill Finger and artwork by creator,
Bob Kane. This issue featured the first appearance of the Batman as well as the first
appearance of Commissioner Gordon. First Batman cover artwork by Bob Kane.
#3 The Caped Crusade: Batman and the Rise of Nerd Culture (Simon and Schuster,
2016), by Glen Weldon. Due to his unreliability in meeting deadlines, Finger struggled with monetary difficulties all his life and eventually descended into addiction
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Image Credits:
-All images appearing in Detective Comics and Batman, and/ or any other
related characters, are © and ™ DC Comics.
-All images from Dracula Lives is © Marvel Comics.
Page #1
-Detective Comics #27 (DC - May, 1939), splash panel for the story,
“The Case of the Chemical Syndicate.” Script by Bill Finger and artwork
by Bob Kane (pencils and inks).
-Famous Comic Book Creators Card #37: (Robert) Bob Kane – Creator of Batman.
© 1992 Eclipse Enterprises, Inc.
-Famous Comic Book Creators Card #95: (William) Bill Finger. First writer on Batman, who aided Kane in the design of Batman’s unique appearance. He is often
given a co-creator credit for Batman, due to his significant contributions in the initial
stages of designing and developing Batman, as well as his vast number of stories
he wrote for the character during his career. Bob Kane referred to Bill as, “The Cecil
B. DeMille of Comics.” © 1992 Eclipse Enterprises, Inc.
Page #2
-Gardner Francis Fox - St. John’s University senior year book photo, class of 1932.
Second writer on Batman and assigned to the character by DC senior editor, Vincent A. Sullivan for the third appearance of Batman in Detective Comics #29 (July,
1939). St. John’s University Archives and Special Collections, Queens, New York.
Used with permission.
Page #3
-Flash Comics #1 (Jan., 1940). Origin and first appearance of the Golden-Age Flash
(Jay Garrick), created and written by Gardner F. Fox with interior artwork by Harry
Lampert (pencils and inks) and cover art by Sheldon “Shelly” Moldoff. This debut
issue also featured the origin and first appearance of the Golden-Age Hawkman,
also created and written by Fox. Dennis Neville provided the artwork for the first
Hawkman story. This book likewise included back-up story features as Cliff Cornwall
in, “The Disappearing Plane,” written by Fox and illustrated by Moldoff; “The Kidnapping of Johnny Thunder” written by John B. Wentworth and art by Stan Aschmeier;
and “The Origin of the Whip,” written by Wentworth and art by George Storm.
Executive editor was M.C. Gaines.
-Detective Comics #1 (March, 1937). DC’s flagship anthology title begins with this
debut issue, which featured all original and brand new detective crime stories. Cover art by Vincent A. Sullivan, which showcases the Chinese villain, Ching Lung.
Interior stories included Speed Sanders and the River Patrol in, “The Murders of
Cap’n Scum,” written and penciled by E.C. Stoner and inks by Creig Flessel; Bruce
Nelson in, “The Claws of the Red Dragon,” written by Malcolm Wheeler-Nicholson
and art by Tom Hickey; and Slam Bradley in, “The Streets of Chinatown,” written by
Jerry Siegel and art by Joe Shuster. In heavy debut at the time and in order to get
this issue printed and distributed, owner/ publisher Wheeler-Nicholson was obliged
to bring on Harry Donenfeld, a distributor and printing plant owner, as partner in
the company. Donenfeld and his accountant, Jack Liebowitz, soon took over the
company completely from the financially struggling Wheeler-Nicholson, forcing him
out and turning it into the publishing giant, Detective Comics, Inc. (DC Comics),
originally known as National Comics.
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Page #4
-Detective Comics #29 (July, 1939) page 2, panel 7 from the story, “The Batman
Meets Doctor Death.” Written by Gardner Fox (his first Batman story) with art by
Bob Kane (pencils and inks). The Batman, with glass pellets full of choking gas and
silken robe attached to his utility belt, is ready to take on Doctor Death and his murderous minions. This pose was used as a model for a Golden-Age Batman statue,
designed by Dave Grossman Creations in 2000.
-Detective Comics #29 (July, 1939) page 4, panel 4. The Batman enters the penthouse of the Beverly Apartments through the window to answer the challenge of
Doctor Death.
Page #5
-Detective Comics #29 (July, 1939) cover by Bob Kane (pencils and inks). This issue was the third appearance of Batman, his second cover and the first appearance
of Batman’s first “name” villain, Doctor Death. Cover is considered a classic, as it
incorporates all the major themes of the Batman mythos from his first year. This
outstanding cover with its dynamic action and grim, Gothic mysterioso mood marks
the only time in which creator-artist Bob Kane drew Batman with actual wings on
any Golden-Age cover.
Page #6
-Detective Comics #29 (July, 1939) page 1, splash panel for the story, “The Batman
Meets Doctor Death.” This was Gardner Fox’s first work on Batman and the first
time Bob Kane signed the series with his classic “box” signature. He had signed the
previous two stories in Detective Comics #27-28 (May/ June, 1939) as Rob’t Kane.
Page #7
-Dracula Lives #6 (Marvel Comics, 1974), chapter II entitled, “Into the Spider’s
Web,” from the adaptation of Bram Stoker’s Gothic horror novel, Dracula - page
66, panel 3. This panel features Jonathan Harker witnessing to his utter repulsion,
Count Dracula crawling down the sheer side of the stonewall of his ancient castle,
“Just as a lizard moves along a wall.” Script by Roy Thomas and ink-wash art by
Dick Giordano.
-Detective Comics #29 (July, 1939) page 5, panel 6. The Batman interrogates two of
Doctor Death’s would-be assassins at gunpoint, even threatening to kill them both if
they do not tell him who sent them.
Page #8
-Detective Comics #29 (July, 1939) page 6, panels 1-5. The Batman is wounded
when Doctor Death’s main assistant, Jabah shoots him in the shoulder. Batman
uses his glass pellets full of choking gas for the first time to make his getaway.
Page #9
-Detective Comics #29 (July, 1939) page 10, panels 4-8. Batman stoically watches
as his adversary, the dastardly Doctor Death, seemingly perishes in the raging
inferno that burns his house to the ground.
Page #10
-Detective Comics #30 (August, 1939) page 1, splash panel. Dramatic close-up
shot of the Batman, which was used as the prototype for the famous Batman logo
that appeared in a more finished form in the next issue and was further developed
by Bob Kane and Jerry Robinson for the classic cover logo on Batman #1 (Spring,
1940). Gardner Fox’s original title for this story was, “The Batman and the Diamonds
of Death,” but it was published untitled. Artwork by Bob Kane (pencils and inks) with
possible ink assists on the backgrounds and lettering by Kane’s first art assistant on
the series, Sheldon “Shelly” Moldoff.
-Detective Comics #30 (August, 1939) page 1, panels 3-4. Panel 3 is a brief recap
of the climatic scene from the previous issue when Batman watched as Doctor
Death seemed to die in the fire that destroyed his entire house that collapsed upon
him. Yet, in panel 4, Bruce Wayne is troubled by what he reads in the newspaper,
suspecting that Doctor Death is alive and still at large. Note that Gardner and Bob
numbered each and every panel of this story individually.

Page #11
-Detective Comics #30 (August, 1939) page 2, panels 12, 14-16. Some of Bob
Kane’s finest artwork on Batman during this first and most vital year. Panel #15 is
especially key, since it represents Batman striking his most iconic pose from the
Golden-Age, as he dramatically sweeps his bat cape across his face and body in
darkly dramatic fashion for the very first time. This wonderful early page represents
the quintessential mysterioso moody look that Bob loved so much and was trying to
emulate, being heavily influenced by the various gritty and bloody pulps along with
the horror, crime-detective and other noir genre movies he had enjoyed as a young
boy, especially the motion picture, Dracula.

Page #16
-Tarzan Sunday newspaper strip (1937). Art by Hal Foster and depicts a pose which
Bob Kane would emulate in the first year Batman stories. © ERB, Inc.

Page #12
-Detective Comics #30 (August, 1939) page 3, panels 20-21. Batman silently enters
the home of Mrs. Jones through the second story window, suspecting that Doctor
Death will certainly make a move for the newly widowed woman’s jewels. Panel 20
is another iconic shot of Batman by Bob Kane, which would be used as the small
insert logo in the upper left corner of the covers for this title, beginning with Detective
Comics #38-47 (April, 1940 – Jan., 1941), along with issues #50-53 (April - July,
1941).

-Detective Comics #31 (Sept., 1939) page 3, panels 20-21. Bruce Wayne prepares
to follow his fiancée, Julie Madison on her ocean voyage to Europe in his brand
new Batgyro (the first Batplane), while inspecting a piece of his new weaponry, the
Batarang.

-DC’s “BIG SIX” advertisement that featured Bob Kane’s classic Batman image shot
from Detective Comics #30, page 3, panel 20. This ad appeared in many of DC’s
comic book titles, showcasing their top six characters, along with what title each
one appeared in and when they would be on sale every month. This particular ad
example was published in Batman #1 (Spring, 1940).
-Detective Comics #30 (August, 1939) page 6, panel 44. Batman stakes out Ivan
Herd’s Pawn Shop, which he suspects is a front for Doctor Death’s criminal activities.
Page #13
-Detective Comics #30 (August, 1939) page 7, panel 50. Bob Kane delighted in
drawing Batman with large bat-wings during his first year adventures.
-Detective Comics #30 (August, 1939) page 8, panel 62. Bob and Gardner often had
Batman employ deadly force when dealing with his early adversaries. Here, Batman
engages Doctor Death’s second main assistant, the Cossack Mikhail, snapping his
neck under the mighty pressure of his powerful kick. Notice how Bob, once again,
drew his hero with batwings, a practice he used over and over during the series’
inaugural year.
-Detective Comics #30 (August, 1939) page 10, panels 79-80 (unnumbered). Batman tracks down and defeats the revenge-seeking Doctor Death for the final time,
discovering that the evil physician’s face was burnt and destroyed in the fire that had
completely consumed his home in the previous issue.
Page #14
-Detective Comics #31 (Sept., 1939) page 1, splash panel. Bob Kane further refines his iconic Batman logo here, which appeared in its more raw, prototype form
just the previous issue. This classic image would eventually be developed into its
final form and utilized as the main title logo for Batman’s very own and brand new
book, beginning with Batman #1 in the Spring of 1940. In the opening monologue,
Gardner Fox introduces the reader to the Monk, a crafty, cunning, clever and most
formidable foe, who proved to be every bit of a match for Batman. The Monk goes
down in history as Batman’s very first super-powered costumed villain. This two-part
saga was strongly influenced by Bram Stoker’s Gothic horror novel, Dracula as well
as the movie of the same title, released by Universal Pictures in 1931, starring Bela
Lugosi in the lead role of Count Dracula – the Lord of the Vampires.
Page #15
-Detective Comics #31 (Sept., 1939) cover by Bob Kane (pencils and inks), with
possible background inking assists by Sheldon “Shelly” Moldoff. Known by collectors as the “Batman Over Castle” cover, this remarkable piece stands as perhaps,
the greatest, most famous and recognizable Batman cover of them all. It has been
re-created and re-imagined countless times by some of the most respected and
well-known artists in the industry, including the living legend himself, Neal Adams.

-Detective Comics #31 (Sept., 1939) page 1, panels 4-5. Batman strikes the famous
pose that his creator, Bob Kane swiped from an earlier Tarzan Sunday newspaper
strip from 1937, by artist Hal Foster. Swiping was a common practice during the
Golden-Age, with many of the comic book artists often utilizing various poses by
artist extraordinaire, Alex Raymond from his famous Flash Gordon Sunday newspaper strip.

Page #17
-Detective Comics #31 (Sept., 1939) page 5, panel 35. The arch-criminal, known as
the Monk, makes his first appearance on the deck of the ocean liner. The evil fiend
uses his potent hypnotic skills to immobilize Batman in a psychic vice-grip, as he
bears down on the attack.
-Detective Comics #31 (Sept., 1939) page 5, panels 36-38. Batman resists mightily
against the Monk’s powerful psychic assault, breaking free by a tremendous effort
of will and casts his new Batarang at his advancing adversary.
Page #18
-Detective Comics #31 (Sept., 1939) page 6, panels 44-45. Batman searches for
Julie Madison through the streets of Paris, “the City of Lights,” at last finding her
sleeping peacefully in the bedroom of a medieval-style mansion.
-Detective Comics #31 (Sept., 1939) page 8, panels 58-60. Gardner Fox really establishes himself as a grand Bat-scribe here as he lays an additional and lasting
foundation of Batman’s persona by establishing him as the world’s greatest escape
artist as he defies death traps, time and time again, laid for him by the devious
Monk. It all began here with the Monk seeking to slay Batman in a deadly snake pit.
Page #19
-Detective Comics #31 (Sept., 1939) page 8, panel 61. Batman, after escaping from
the Monk’s snake pit death trap, pursues the fleeing fiend. This action pose of Batman, with his cape billowing behind him in dramatic fashion, Bob Kane swiped from
an earlier Flash Gordon Sunday strip.
-Flash Gordon newspaper Sunday (May 9, 1937), by Alex Raymond. © Kings Features Syndicate.
-Detective Comics #31 (Sept., 1939) page 9, panel 65. Batman must deal with, yet
another death defying encounter orchestrated by the Monk as he faces the threat
of a gigantic savage gorilla, trying to tear him limb from limb. The image of the
gorilla Kane seemed to swipe from the cover of Wonder Comics #2 (Fox Features
Syndicate, 1939).
-Wonder Comics #2 (Fox Features Syndicate, 1939). Cover art by Golden-Age legend, Lou Fine. Bob Kane had worked for Victor Fox during this period and thus, had
direct access to the artwork and comic books that were being created and published
at Fox’s company. © Fox Features Syndicate.
Page #20
-Detective Comics #31 (DC, 1939) page 10, panels 7-9. Batman rescues Julie and
sets the automatic pilot controls of his Batgyro for Hungary, to track down and destroy the Monk once and for all. Each and every panel of this story (just like the
previous issue), had been individually numbered, save for the panels on the last
page for some inexplicable reason.
Page #21
-Dracula Lives #2 (Marvel Comics, 1973) page 5, splash. At long lost, the dreadful
origin of Dracula is revealed in this tale, “That Dracula May Live Again!” The Prince
of Transylvania tries to drive back the invading horde of the Turkish Empire in a
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savage battle from A.D. 1459. Script by Marv Wolfman and wonderful ink-wash
artwork by Neal Adams.
Page #22
-Abraham “Bram” Stoker (1847-1912). Irish born novelist and author of the novel,
Dracula, published by Archibald Constable and Company on May 26, 1897. The
novel introduced the infamous Count Dracula to the world – the Lord of all Vampires.
-Dracula Lives #7 (Marvel Comics, 1974), adaptation of Bram Stoker’s Dracula,
Chapter III “The Female of the Species” page 51, panel 3. The three sirenesque,
vampire vixens, known in the novel as the “Weird Sisters,” advance upon the slumbering Jonathan Harker to satiate their bloodlust. In many of the later adaptations
of the novel on the stage and screen, these three are referred to as the “Brides of
Dracula.” Script by Roy Thomas and ink-wash artwork by Dick Giordano.
Page #23
-Count Dracula by Frank Frazetta (1989). Oil on paper. © Frank Frazetta.
-Dracula Lives #5 (Marvel Comics, 1974), adaptation of Bram Stoker’s Dracula,
Chapter I, splash page 5. The first ever, fully adapted illustrated version of Dracula
opens with this spectacular full splash page. Script by Roy Thomas and ink-wash
artwork by Dick Giordano.
-Faith: movie concept art for Dracula film by Frank Frazetta (circa, 1970).
Oil on board. © Frank Frazetta.
Page #24
-God speaks to Moses from the Burning Bush:
And when the LORD saw that he turned aside to see, God called unto him out of the
midst of the bush, and said, Moses, Moses. And he said, Here am I.
And he said, Draw not nigh hither: put off thy shoes from off thy feet, for the place
whereon thou standest is holy ground.
Moreover he said, I am the God of thy father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac,
and the God of Jacob. And Moses hid his face; for he was afraid to look upon God.
Book of Exodus: chapter 3, verses 4-6 (Authorized King James version). Artwork
from The Holy Bible – Saint Joseph New Catholic Edition Illustrated (Catholic Book
Publishing Company, 1962). Artist is unknown.
-Moses breaks the tablets:
And it came to pass, as soon as he came nigh unto the camp, that he saw the calf,
and the dancing: and Moses' anger waxed hot, and he cast the tables out of his
hands, and brake them beneath the mount.
And he took the calf which they had made, and burnt it in the fire, and ground it to
powder, and strewed it upon the water, and made the children of Israel drink of it.
Book of Exodus: chapter 32, verses 19-20 (Authorized King James version). Artwork from The Holy Bible – Saint Joseph New Catholic Edition Illustrated (Catholic
Book Publishing Company, 1962). Artist is unknown.
Page #25
-Dracula Lives #6 (Marvel Comics, 1974) page 56 panel 5. From chapter II, “Into the
Spider’s Web.” Jonathan Harker meets his mysterious host, Count Dracula faceto-face for the very first time. Script by Roy Thomas and ink-wash artwork by Dick
Giordano.
Page #26
-Dracula Lives #10 (Marvel Comics, 1975). Lilith Daughter of Dracula in, “The Blood
Book” page 42, panel 4. Script by Steve Gerber and artwork by Bob Brown (pencils)
and Crusty Bunkers (inks).
Page #27
-Count Dracula original oil by Frank Frazetta (Feb., 1928 – May 10. 2010).
This piece was originally published as the cover art for Creepy #5 (Warren - Oct.,
1965). Frazetta is a legend in the industry, considered by many as the greatest
fantasy/ sword and sorcery artist of all time. He is mostly noted for his stunning oil
paintings, paperback book covers, work in comic books, Hollywood movie posters,
LP record album covers and fine Limited Edition Lithographs. © Frank Frazetta.
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Page #28
-Dracula Lives #6 (Marvel Comics, 1974). From chapter II, “Into the Spiders Web”
page 61, panels 1-4. Script by Roy Thomas and ink-wash artwork by Dick Giordano.
Page #29
-Detective Comics #32 (Oct., 1939) page 1, panels 1-2. Part 2 of the Monk saga
features another classic splash panel of Batman, standing in his vintage and striking
dramatic pose. Script by Gardner Fox and artwork by creator Bob Kane.
Page 30
-Dracula Lives #5 (Marvel Comics, 1974) page 11, panels 2-3. From chapter I of
the adaptation of Bram Stoker’s Dracula. Script by Roy Thomas and ink-wash art
by Dick Giordano.
Page #31
-Dracula one-sheet movie poster, Style A (Universal Pictures, 1931). This stunning
one-sheet poster is ultra rare, representing one of the most desirable and most
valuable movie posters of any genre in the entire vintage movie poster industry. The
poster is considered a “Holy Grail” among the poster collecting community, which
promoted the unforgettable classic film and launched unknown Hungarian actor,
Bela Lugosi into cinematic immortality. At this time, there are only two copies known
to exist. © Universal Pictures.
Pages #32-33
-The Tihuța Pass (Borgo Pass). A highly elevated remote mountain pass located
in the Bârgău Mountains (a mountain rage in the Eastern Carpathian Mountains),
which connects Bistrița-Năsăud in Transylvania (Romania) with Vatra Dornei, a city
in Suceana County in north-eastern Romania. The pass was made famous by Irish
author Bram Stoker in his Gothic horror novel, Dracula. Herein, it was termed as,
"the Borgo Pass," the dreaded and greatly shunned gateway to the realm of Count
Dracula. Presently, the Pass is home to Hotel "Castel Dracula.” Built in 1974, the hotel is located at an elevation of 3,661 feet. Photo is by Alexandru Boicu, at unsplash.
com/@boiq (Pension step tihuta, piatra fântânele, Romania).
Page #34
-Detective Comics #32 (Oct., 1939) page 4, panels 6-8. Batman discovers that Dala
and the Monk are indeed undead vampires.
Page #35
-Detective Comics #32 (Oct., 1939) page 6, panels 6-8. Through his potent power
of telepathy, the Monk summons Julie Madison to his castle as he and Dala prepare
to destroy Batman and transform their poor victim into one of their wild werewolves.
-Detective Comics #32 (Oct., 1939) page 7, panels 4-5. The Monk takes Batman to
the Den of Wolves and transforms himself into a wild mountain werewolf before the
Dark Knight’s horrified eyes.
Page #36
-Dracula Lives #5 (Marvel Comics, 1974) page 13, panels 4-5. From Chapter I of
the adaptation of Bram Stoker’s Dracula. While traveling through the dreaded Borgo
Pass, Jonathan Harker is treated to an up-close and personal exposure to the savage, salivating wild wolves of the Transylvanian mountain forests.
Page #37
-Detective Comics #32 (Oct., 1939) page 7, panel 8. Having ensnared Batman
under his complete hypnotic control, the Monk notifies his relentless pursuer of
the terrible fate he has planned for him and Julie.
-Detective Comics #32 (Oct., 1939) page 9, panels 2-3. While trapped within
the Den of Wolves, Batman keeps the Monk’s wild ravenous werewolves at bay
with his glass pellets filled with sleeping gas.
Page #38
-The Transfiguration:
And after six days Jesus taketh Peter, James, and John his brother, and
bringeth them up into an high mountain apart,
And was transfigured before them: and his face did shine as the sun, and his
raiment was white as the light.

And, behold, there appeared unto them Moses and Elias talking with him.
Gospel of Matthew: chapter 17, verses 1-3 (Authorized King James version).
Artwork from The Holy Bible – Saint Joseph New Catholic Edition Illustrated
(Catholic Book Publishing Company, 1962). Artist is unknown.
Page #39
-Detective Comics #32 (Oct., 1939) page 10. Batman molds two silver bullets from a
silver statue, loads his firearm and executes the Monk and Dala. A groundbreaking
moment in the history of DC Comics.
Page #40
-Dracula Lives #6 (Marvel Comics, 1974). From Chapter II, “Into the Spider’s Web”
page 63, panels 1-2. Battling fear and despair while trapped within Castle Dracula,
Jonathan Harker draws hope and strength from a cross, gifted to him by the inn
keeper’s wife, back in Bistritz. A gift of faith that, “Now seems to shine like a glowing
beacon of hope in the reflected rays of the afternoon sun.” Script by Roy Thomas
and ink-wash art by Dick Giordano.
Page #41
The Wolfman (1965) oil by Frank Frazetta. Originally published as the cover
for Creepy #4 (Warren Publ., 1965). © Frank Frazetta.
Page #42
-Detective Comics #511 (Feb., 1982). From the story, “The ‘I’ of the Beholder,” page
10, panel 4. The statuesque stunning beauty Dala, makes her sly and sexy entrance
into Dick Grayson’s life on the collage campus of Gotham University. Script by Gerry
Conway with excellent artwork by the late, great Don Newton (pencils) and Frank
Chiaramonte (inks).
Page #43
-Detective Comics #515 (June, 1982). From the story, “The Academy of Crime Part
1 – College for Killers” page 15, panels 1-3. Robin follows Dala to an old “rambling
Victorian mansion,” nested in the dense woodlands of upstate rural New York. He
uncovers much more than he bargained for as the Monk slips from the darkened
shadows to knock the Teen Wonder out cold. Script by Gerry Conway with artwork
by Don Newton (pencils) and Frank Chiaramonte (inks).
Page #44
-Dark Detective III (DC, 2006). From the story, “Misteries” page 12, panel 1. Batman
travels to London, England in order to stop and capture the marauding Killer Moth.
Script by Steve Englehart and pencil art by Marshall Rogers. Dark Detective III was
scripted in six issues. Marshall Rogers was working out the first issue’s pencils
when he died at the age of 57. The series was never published by DC Comics. To
download the entire series, visit http://www.steveenglehart.com/index.html.
-Dark Detective III (DC, 2006). From the story, “Misteries” page 13. The long forgotten Dala reveals herself to Batman on the misty streets of London. He recalls his
first encounter with the 800-year old vampiress, way back in the early days of his
career. The Dark Knight expresses deep regret and remorse that he was forced to
slay her and her master, the Monk. Script by Steve Englehart and pencil artwork by
Marshall Rogers.
Page #45
-Dark Detective III (DC, 2006). From the story, “Misteries” page 16. Dala tempts
Batman, ever endeavoring to get him to succumb to her wicked wiles. Steadfast
and strong, he resists her psychological assault upon his mind, his emotions and
ultimately, his will. Script by Steve Englehart and pencil artwork by Marshall Rogers.
-Dark Detective III (DC, 2006). From the story, “Misteries” page 17, panels 5-7. At
last, Batman realizes that the malevolent Dala is actually maneuvering to manipulate him toward slaying her once again, only this time in a much more permanent
manner. The Dark Detective staunchly refuses. Script by Steve Englehart and pencil
artwork by Marshall Rogers.
Page #46
-Dark Detective III (DC, 2006). From the story, “Misteries” page 18. Batman and
Dala wrestle with one another in an intimate embrace as she pleads with him to
kill her, once again and for all time. Batman repeatedly refuses her requests and

reveals that there just may be a cure for her undead blood lust, which can be treated
at a very exclusive private clinic in London, giving her but a semblance of hope.
Script by Steve Englehart and pencil artwork by Marshall Rogers.
Page #47
-Dracula Lives #10 (Marvel Comics, 1975), page 6 splash. From chapter V, “Ship
of Death.” From the journal of Miss Mina Murray, as she writes to her betrothed,
Jonathan Harker, expressing her deep concern for his safe return from Castle Dracula and the strange sleep-walking behavior of her friend, Lucy Westenra. Script by
Roy Thomas and ink wash art by Dick Giordano.
Page #48
-Detective Comics #34 (Dec., 1939), splash page. This issue opens on Batman’s
third-leg of his European tour, as he travels back from his epic clash with the Monk
in Hungary, and gets involved in a mystery in Paris, France. This story was initially
planned to appear in the previous issue, but the origin of Batman, along with a full
new adventure was substituted in its place. The main image of Batman on this
splash page was soon re-used for the first page of the hero’s very own title book,
Batman #1 (Spring, 1940). Script by Gardner Fox and artwork by Bob Kane.
Page #49
-Detective Comics #33 (Nov., 1939) cover. Known in the collectors’ circles as, “the
gun-holster cover,” this marks the first and only time that Batman wore a gun on
any of the early Detective Comics’ covers. This issue also featured the very first
origin story of Batman. It is believed that around this time, Bob hired on artist Jerry
Robinson as an assistant inker. Cover art by Bob Kane.
Page #50
-Detective Comics #33 (Nov., 1939), page 1 for the tale, “The Batman Wars against
the Dirigible of Doom!” The one and 3/8th page origin of Batman was inserted in
between this opening splash and the rest of the main story. Main story script by
Gardner Fox and artwork by Bob Kane.
Page #51
-Detective Comics #33 (Nov., 1939) page 2. The tragic, gut-wrenching origin tale of
the Batman is revealed, at long last. As a young boy, Bruce Wayne witnessed his
parents gunned down in cold blood before his horrified eyes. Grief stricken, Bruce
vows by candlelight, “by the spirits of my parents to avenge their deaths by spending
the rest of my life warring on all criminals.” He would then prepare his keen mind
and train his body to physical perfection to attain his life’s purpose. One night, while
sitting in his study and pondering upon the possibilities of how to fulfill his childhood
vow, Bruce would be inspired by a huge black bat that suddenly flew in through the
open window. Perceiving this as an omen, Bruce decided to adopt the grim motif of
the bat to terrify the criminals he would combat. “And thus [was] born this Weird Figure of the Dark…this Avenger of Evil. The Batman!” Perhaps the most famous origin
tale in all of comic book history, the actual writer of it is still in dispute to this very
day, since both Bill Finger and Gardner Fox claim authorship. Artwork by Bob Kane.
Page #52
-Detective Comics #33 (Nov., 1939). From the story, “The Batman Wars against
the Dirigible of Doom” page 4, panels 4-5. Bruce Wayne pulls his bat garb from a
chest and prepares to confront Professor Carl Kruger as the Batman, complete with
his silken rope – a Gardner Fox staple by now. Note that Bruce Wayne presses a
panel that opens up a passageway in the wall, which leads to a secret laboratory
where Bruce keeps his Batman costume and criminal files to aid him in his research.
This scene represents the very first foreshadow to the famed Bat-Cave. Also notice
that Bob Kane continues to refine his art style, as he begins to bring Batman out
from the shadows. His practice of filling in large areas with heavy black inks for
the mysterioso mood he loved so much is not as prevalent here as it was in the
previous issues. The reason for this may be twofold; firstly, as mentioned before,
Bob was constantly looking to improve his illustrative “adventure art” style, and thus,
his Batman figure renderings in this issue display a subtle difference from the ones
just prior in Detective Comics #31-32 and #34, where his artistic renderings were a
bit more stiff, angular and much more distinctively darker with heavier inking. And
second, young aspiring artist Jerry Robinson just might have assisted Bob with the
inking duties, since he was hired on around this time. Whatever the case may have
been, the Batman figure drawings in this story are a bit more organic and refined
than they previously had been.
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-Detective Comics #33 (Nov., 1939). From the story, “The Batman Wars against the
Dirigible of Doom” page 11, panels 6-8. Batman defeats Carl Kruger and leaps to
safety, just in the nick of time as the villain’s plane crashes into the bay, killing Kruger
in the process. The last epilogue panel features Batman standing with his smoking
.45 automatic in hand. Script by Gardner Fox with artwork by Bob Kane and possibly
Jerry Robinson inks.
Page #53
-Detective Comics #34 (Dec., 1939) cover. Second Crimson Avenger cover by Golden-Age legend Creig Flessel and final non-Batman cover. From Detective Comics
#27 through #34, Batman alternated covers with the other features in the title. From
henceforth, Batman would remain the sole unchallenged star on the Detective Comics’ covers. Again, the story which appeared here in issue #34, was originally slotted
for issue #33. Script by Gardner Fox and artwork by Bob Kane.
Page #54
-Detective Comics #36 (Feb., 1940) cover. This cover reflected the story that appeared in the previous issue. Batman dons his bat-finned gauntlets for the first time
in this issue, which also introduced his first re-occurring “name” villain to the series,
Professor Hugo Strange. Cover art by Bob Kane.
-Detective Comics #36 (Feb., 1940) page 6, panel 2. Batman foils a heist at the
Sterling Silver Company warehouse by Professor Hugo Strange’s gang and quickly
summons the police to the scene of the crime with his firearm. Artwork by Bob Kane.
Page #55
-Detective Comics #35 (Jan., 1940) splash page. Bob Kane opens up this thrilling
tale with a super-spectacular and dramatic image of Batman, “Weird Figure of Darkness,” holding a smoking .45 automatic. Script is credited to Bill Finger with artwork
by Bob Kane.
Page #56
-Detective Comics #37 (March, 1940) cover. Another darkly alluring cover by Bob
Kane features Batman tussling with two thugs on the foggy docks. This issue would
prove to be Batman’s final solo Golden-Age story appearance in Detective Comics.
The origin and first appearance of Robin, the Boy Wonder would headline the following issue. Cover art by Bob Kane.
-Detective Comics #37 (March, 1940) page 12, panel 7. This small epilogue panel
was placed at the end of the tale, used as a “teaser ad” for the next story, which was
initially planned to appear in Detective Comics #38 (April, 1940). Since the origin
and first appearance of Robin was substituted in its place, this final solo adventure
of Batman was placed into the debut issue of his very own title, Batman #1 in the
Spring of 1940. This tale would present the anticipated rematch between Batman
and Professor Hugo Strange and his giant, terrifying Man-Monsters (obviously
heavily inspired by the movie, King Kong). Art by Bob Kane.
Page #57
-Detective Comics #35 (Jan., 1940) cover. The famous “hypo-cover,” represents
one of the most desirable and sought-after covers of the entire run. This classic cover scene depicted the story that appeared in the previous issue. Art by Bob Kane.
Page #58
-Batman #1 (Spring, 1940) page 18. Opening splash page as the Batman stands
alone, once again, against the impending threat of Professor Hugo Strange and
his giant, marauding Man-Monsters. This intriguing tale, strongly based from the
blockbuster movie King Kong (RKO, 1933), would prove to be Batman’s last solo
Golden-Age appearance. Script is credited to Bill Finger, even though it contains
several elements that Gardner Fox introduced into the series, as well as Fox’s signature grim, Gothic and grandiose style. Artwork by Bob Kane (pencils) and Jerry
Robinson (inks).
-Batman #1 (Spring, 1940) page 26. Batman frantically mixes up a compound that
will nullify Professor Hugo Strange’s monster serum that he had injected the Dark
Knight with. Batman then boards the Batplane and guns down some of Strange’s
henchmen and the Man Monsters they transport in their trailer. This grim and graphic scene would mark a distinct turning point in the historical Legend of the Batman,
since henceforth, he would eschew using firearms of any kind. DC’s new editor,
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Whitney Ellsworth felt that Batman would not represent as an honorable role model
for his young and impressionable readers, if the hero continued to execute such
violent deadly force upon his enemies. Artwork by Bob Kane (pencils) and Jerry
Robinson (inks).
Page #59
-Batman #1 (Spring, 1940) cover. Due to his growing success and popularity in
Detective Comics, Batman is awarded his very own title with the release of this
debut issue. This key book introduced Batman’s greatest arch-enemy, the Joker to
the series, which included two full adventures starring the “Clown Prince of Crime.”
The Cat (Catwoman), likewise made her very first appearance in this book as well.
Batman #1 was comprised entirely of new and original stories, pulled from the inventory of Detective Comics. Because of this fact that DC was so far ahead of the
publishing schedule by this time, it is hard to fathom that they could have achieved
this with only Bill Finger writing the stories, since he had such a difficult time meeting
deadlines. It is this author’s hypothesis that Gardner Fox had written more than just
the six Batman adventures, which were published in Detective Comics #29-#34.
I believe that he had scripted several more and that this was the real reason DC had
the excess stories ready and waiting for use in their vault.
Page #60
-Detective Comics #40 (June, 1940) cover. Origin and first appearance of the
original Clayface, embittered ex-screen actor Basil Karlo. This issue features the
very first Joker cover, the exact same scene that is reflected in the second Joker
story published in Batman #1, only from the opposite angle. Apparently, the second
Joker story was initially slotted to appear here in this issue, but since DC decided to
construct Batman #1 entirely from the inventory of Detective Comics, the first and
second Joker appearances were placed into Batman’s debut title issue instead. On
the cover, the Joker’s white skin color was fleshed out and the color of his suit and
hat were likewise changed from purple to tan. Art by Bob Kane.
Page #61
Batman #1 (Spring, 1940), splash page for second Joker story. The same exact
scene (opposite angle) that appeared on the cover of Detective Comics #40, which
was on sale at the same time as Batman #1. Art by Bob Kane and Jerry Robinson.
Front Cover:
The Wolfman (1965) oil by Frank Frazetta. Originally published as the cover
for Creepy #4 (Warren Publ., 1965). © Frank Frazetta.
Inside Front Cover:
-Detective Comics #30 (August, 1939), page 1 splash. Classic splash panel featuring a most menacing close-up shot of Batman for the story, “The Batman and the
Diamonds of Death.” This is early Bob Kane artwork at its very best as he showcases those wonderful, elongated bat-ears on his creation. Script by Gardner Fox.
Inside Back Cover:
-Detective Comics #36 (Feb., 1940) splash page. First appearance of Batman’s first
major re-occurring villain, Professor Hugo Strange. Batman wears his bat-finned
gauntlets for the first time. Cover and story artwork by Bob Kane (pencils) with ink
finishes by Sheldon “Shelly” Moldoff and Jerry Robinson.
Back Cover:
-Batman Son of the Demon (DC, 1987) hard cover edition by Jerry Bingham. Oil on
illustration board. Batman SoD was the first Batman graphic novel ever published.

